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ilitary (except procurement contracts) aS51).
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Congressional elevance: Congress.
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113 (31 U.S.C. 66a). National Security Act of 1947, as
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P.L. 93-365. 10 U.S.C. 125. Federal anagement Circular
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The Air Force should make its internal audit stronger
to k:ap top management better informed o how operations are
conducted and how recommendations for improvements are carried
out. Findings/Conclusions: Because internal auditing is not
high e-ugh in the Air Force organizational stractuxe, auditors
dc, not have maximum independence in ,lannin9 aSL conducting
audits. although Department of Defense policy requ.res all
nonmilitary positions to be filled by civilians, the udit
agency has about an equal number of military and civilian
employees. Recommendations: The Secretary of Defense should use
his reorganization authority to relocate the Air Force Audit
Agency under the Secretary or nder Secretary of the Air Force
and have the audit staff report directly to that official. Also,
the Secretary of Defense should direct the Secretary of the Air
Force to: liminate all restrictions o the Audit aen- in
selecting activities for audit, determining the scope of work,
and reporting results; sore clearly define the £lture and scope
of audits and inspections; fill the position of Auditor General
with a qualified civilian; appoint civilians tc most auditor
positions currently filled by militarr personnel; and improve
orqanizatic-al structure and management ccntroe to use taff
sore effectively. Alternatives for this last recommendation
include reducing audits on comnander-requested and
nonappropriated-fund work and reorganizing the Audit Agency by
region. In order to assure that the greater udit independence
recommended is maintained in the future, the Congreas should
amend existing legislation to place the internal audit functions
of the three military services under the secretary or under
secretary of the respective departments to whom the auditors



would report directly. (Author/Sc)



REPORT TO THE CONGRESS

,o7 BY THE COAXPTTROLLER GENERAL
c OF THE UNITED STATES

tou ,4xx

The Air Force Audit Agency Can
Be Made More Effective

Internal auditing is vital to a good manage-
ment control system. Air Force managers
could get greater benefits from internal audit-
ing by

--placing the audit function at a higher
organizational level,

--having the audit organization headed
by a qualified civilian,

--appointing qualified civilians to positions
held by military auditors,

--removing limitations on scope of audit
work, and

--using audit staff more effectively by
organizing audit operations by region
and reducing less productive work.

FGMSD-784 NOVEMBER 11, 1977



COMPROLLR KNERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

WAHINGlT'ON. .C. M

B-134192

To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report, the third of a series on Department of

Defense internal audit activities, describes how the Depart-

ment of the Air Force can improve ts internal auditing.

We made this survey as part of our current effort to

expand and strengthen internal audit activities of Govern-

ment departments and agencies. We made our review pursuant

to the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and

the Accounting and Auditing Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67).

The 1950 act requires us to consider the effectiveness of

any agency's internal controls, including intecnal audit,

in determining the extent and scope of our examinations.

We are sending copies of this report to the Director,

Office of Management and Budget, and to the Secretaries

of Defense and the Air Force.

/ 7 Kitc,
ACTtNG Comptroller General

of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S THE AIR FORCE AUDIT
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS AGENCY CAN BE MADE

MORE EFFECTIVE

DIGEST

By law, the head of each Government agency
must set up and maintain systems of account-
ing and internal control, of which internal
auditing is an intearal part. In the U.S.
Air Force internal auditing is done by its
audit agency, which is under its Comptroller.

The Air Force should make its internal audit
stronger to keep top management better in-
formed on how operations are conducted and
how recommendations for improvements are
carried out.

ORGANIZATIONAL PLACEMENT

Internal auditing is not high enough in the
Air Force organizational structure. Con-
sequently, the auditors do not have maximum
independence in planning and conducting
audits. The Audit Agency is now three re-
porting levels below the Secretary of the
Air Force. This is inconsistent with the
Comptroller General's audit standards which
advocate that the audit function be at
the highest practical organizational level.
(See pp. 4 and 5.)

LIMITATIONS ON SCOPE OF AUDIT WORK

Air Force auditors cannot lways:

-- Select areas to audit. because audit
plans are reviewed and revised by the
Comptroller of the Air Force and the
Air Staff System Selection Committee.
(See pp, 7 and 8.)

-- Issue repo based on their own conclu-
siorc since ?rts are reviewed by mem-
bers of the calf who are responsible
for activitU . ject to audit. As a
result of the rtviews, reports have
been modified and fiidings softened.

>M -". Uponr mow to.ort FGMSD-78-4
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The rationale for the reviews is to keep
data within Air Force channels and to avoid
unwarranted conclusions y external organi-
zations (Department of Defense and GAO).
GAO disagrees. Changing the meaning of
audit reports -n (1) distort information
that top level commanders need to manage
their operations effectively and (2) stifle
the auditor from reporting conclusions and
recommendations based upon objective, veri-
fiable evidence. (See pp. 10 to 12.)

Planned and ongoing audits have been can-
celed because some commanders prefer
Inspector General inspections to avoid
what they see as duplication between
audits and inspections. Ambiguous regula-
tions on audits and inspections, however,
have contributed to confusion about audit
and inspection functions. Canceling audits
for inspections unnecessarily limits the
scope of audit work. (See pp. 8 to 13.)

MlLITARY AND CIVILIAN STAFFING

Department of Defense policy requires all
nonmilitary positions to be filled by
civilians. Contrary to this policy, the
Audit Agency is headed by a military of-
ficer. (See pp. 15 and 16.)

Despite congressional intent and Depart-
ment of Defense policy and regulation,
the Audit Agency has about an equal number
of military and civilian auditors. The Air
Force could save about $2.14 million an-
nually by converting from mil4tary to
civilian auditors. (Se- pp. 8 to 20.)

USE OF AUDIT STAFF

The Audit Agency lets its auditors review,
at their discretion, local or base level
Air Force operations. This takes a signi-
ficant portion of the Agency's time. Such
relatively uncontrolled use of time con-
tributes to increased audits in less im-
portant areas and may cause delays or can-
celed audits in important areas. (See
pp. 21 to 23.)
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Air Force auditors are allowed to spend up
to 15 percent of their time on work requested
by commanders. It is usually associated with
Comptroller or other staff functions, such
as legal research or compiling statistical
data. (See pp. 22 and 23.)

The Air Force spends about 9 percent of its
time auditing nonappropriated funds, yet re-
quired work on appropriated funds cannot be
done because of insufficient resources.
(See p. 23.)

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

The Secretary of Defense should use his re-
organization authority under 0 U.S.C. 125
to relocate the Air Force Audit Agency under
the Secretary or Under Scretary of the Air
Force and have the audit staff report di-
rectly to that official. (See p. 5.)

Also, the Secretary of Defense should direct
the Secretary of the Air Force to:

-- Eliminate all restrictions on the Audit
Agency in selecting activities for audit,
determining the scope of work, and report-
ing results. (See p. 13.)

-- More clearly define the nature and scope
of audits and inspections. (See p. 13.)

-- Fill the position of Auditor General with
a ualified civiliau. (See p. 16.)

Aprpoint civiliars to mo'st auditor posi-
tions currently filled by military per-
sonnel. (See pp. 19 and 20.)

-- Improve organizational structure and man-
agement control to use staff more ffec-
tively. Alternatives include (1) reduc-
ig audits on commander-requested and
nocappropriated-fund work and (2) reor-
ganizing the Audit Agency by region, as
all other Defense internal audit organiza-
tions are organized. (See pp. 24 and 25.)

I~iLr~I1~8* .iii



RECOMMENDATION TO THE CONGRESS

In order to assure that the greater audit
independence recommended is maintained in
the future, we also recommend that the Con-
gress amend the National Security Act of
1947, as amended, to place the internal
audit functions of the three military de-
partments under the Secretary or Under
Secretary of the respective departments.
and have the internal auditors report
directly to those officials. This rec-
ommendation was made in a previous report
(FGMSD-77-49, July 26, 1977).

AGENCY COMMENTS

The Department of Defense agiees that the
selection, scope, and reporting of internal
audit work should not be restricted. Defense
agrees to (1) raise the reporting level of
the Audit Agency, (2) clarify he Air Force
regulations on audits and inspections, (3)
reduce che number of innappropriated and
commander-requested auditb, cand (4) hire
more civilians as irternal auditors and
audit managers. (See app. IV.)

The Department does not agree with GAO's
recommendations that the head of the Air
Force Audit Agency be a civilian or that
the Audit Agency be organized by region.
Defense officials did agree to reassess
these recommendations after they comply
with GAO's recommendation to appoint civil-
ians to military auditor positions and after
they evaluate the Audit Agency configura-
tion. (See app. IV.)

GAO disagrees and sees no compelling rea-
son why the Auditor General position should
not also be made civilian along with other
auditor positions in conformance with its
recommendation and Defense's policy and
directives. (See p. 17.)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Internal auditing was established ir the Department of
the Air Force in 1948. The Air Force Audit Agency was estab-
lished in 1949 under the Office of the Comptroller of he Air
Force. Its specific responsibility was to provide all levels
of Air Force management with independent, objective, and con--.
structive evaluationL of the effectiveness with which man-
agerial responsibilities are carried out.

The internal auditor has a vital role in reviewing and
reporting the financial activities as well us operations and
performance of programs. Under normal ircumstences, the
internal audit function can uniquely upplement routine man-
ageme ' controls through its independent approach and methods
of rev. w. The unction is an essential tori of management,
complementing other elements of internal control.

In fiscal year 1976, the Air Fo:ce had a combined
civilian-military personnel strength of about 848,867 and
an operating budget of about $28.6 billion. The Congress
and top level managers in the Department of Defense (DOD)
need to know how these funds are spent and whether the
stated objectives of the programs are achieved.

Section 113 of the Budget and Accounting Procedures
Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 66a) made top n;anagement within each
agency responsible for internal auditing by providing that:

"The head of each executive agency shall estab-
lish and maintain systems of accounting and
internal control designed to provide * * * ef-
fective control over and accountability for all
funds, property, and other assets for which the
agency is responsible, including appropriete
internal audit * * * 

In 1972 we issued the booklet "Standards for Audit of
Governmental Organizations, Progrars, Activities & Func-
tions." These standards recognize the growing information
needs of public officials, legislators, and the general
public and establish a framework by which full-scope exami-
nations of Government programs by independent and objective
auditors may be conducted. Not long after we issued our
booklet, the General Services Administration in 1973 issued
Federal Management Circular 73-2, setting forth policies to
be followed by agencies in audits of Federal operations and
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rograms. General Services required that the audit standards
ge used as the basic criteria for agency audits. In August
1974, we incorporated our standards in a revised statement
of our principles, standards, and concepts entitled "Internal
Auditing in Federal Agencies."

DOD and its component military departments and agencies,
including the Air Force Audit Agency, have recognized the im-
portan¢c of and the need for (1) internal audit, (2) stan-
dards for performance of a wide range of audit services, and
(3) policies for guidance of internal audit organizations.

INTERNAL AUDITING IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

The Air Force Audit Agency had operating expenses of
$21.4 million in fiscal year 1976. The Audit Agency operates
through 5 directorates, 2 regions, and 87 resident audit of-
fices. As of June 30, 1976, the Audit Agency had a staff
of 1,011, of whom 521 (52 percent) were civilians and 490
(48 percent) military personnel. During fiscal year 1976,
the Agency's auditors expended over 1.27 million direct
staff-hours in auditing activities and issued 5,422 audit
reports, the bulk of which were issued to local level or in-
stallation commanders.

The Audit Agency claimed actual and potential cost
savings for fiscal year 1976 of $242 million. Potential
cost savings are those that can result if management im-
plements audit recommendations. No breakdown between
actual and potential savings was available. Actual savings
realized will depend on whether management implements the
Agency's recommendations.

PRIOR REVIEWS AND EVALUATION
OF THE AIR FORCE AUDIT AGENCY

We discussed the Air Force Audit Agency's operations
in reports issued in March 1968 (B-132900) and in January
1970 (B-132900). These reports contained recommendations
for improving internal audit operations in DOD, including
coordination and overall control of the total audit effort.
The Blue Ribbon Defense Panel, convened by the President as
part of a comprehensive study of DOD management procedures
in 1970, also recommended ways of improving the Audit
Agency's organizational structure and its internal audit
operations.
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SCOPE END RESULTS OF
OUR ATEST SURVEY

Our current survey covered the internal audit activities
of the Air Force Audit Agency during the period February 1976
to November 1976. We made our survey at the Air Force Audit
Agency headquarters, Norton Air Force Base, San Bernadino,
California, at audit division offices at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio, and at three field audit of-
fices--Nellis Air Force Base, Lai Vegas, Nevada; Space and
Missile Systems Organization, El Segundo, California; and
Tinker Air Force Base, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

We surveyed the organization and operations of tae
Audit Agency in relation to our "Standards for Audit of Gov-
e!-nmental Organizations, Programs, Activities & Functions"
and the requirements of Federal Management Circular 73-2,
which sets forth policies to be followed in auditing Fed-
eral operations and programs.

Our survey did not include all aspects of the Audit
Agency'l operations. Rather, we concentrated our efforts
on areas identified during our preliminary work, u.ch as
limitations on scope and reporting on audit work, organiza-
tional placement of the audit function, the extent to which
congressional intent and DOD policy were followed in em-
ploying civilians, and the Audit Agency's use of staff re-
sources. These matters are discussed in more detail in
succeeding chapters of this report.
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CHAPTER 2

AUDIT FUNCTION SHOULD BE LOCATED

AT A HIGHER ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL

The Air Force Audit Agency is not placed high enough in
the Air Force organization to allow its auditors maximum in-
dependence in selecting activities for audit, reviewing and
evaluating Air Force operations, and reporting on the re-
sults of audit work.

Government agencies, if they are to receive the full
benefits of incernal auditing, must locate their audit func-
tions at a high organizational level. This will help insure
that auditors are insulated against internal agency pressures
so they cai conduct their auditing objectively and report
their conclusions completely without fear of censure or re-
prisal. In our opinion, the present organizational placement
of the Air Force Audit Agency does not provide this assurance.

We have consistently advocated that the position of the
internal auditoz in an organization should be such that the
auditor is

-- independent of officials who are responsible for the
operations reviewed and

-- responsible to the highest practical organizational
level, preferably the agency head.

These principles are eml~iasized in our standards for govern-
mental auditing and in our statement on internal auditing in
Federal agencies.

ORGANIZATIONAL PLACEMENT AND
AUDITOR INDEPENDENCE

The Air Force Audit Agency is under the supervision and
control of the Comptroller of the Air Force--three reporting
levels below the agency head, the Secretary of the Air Force
(as shown in app. I). The Comptroller and Auditor General
are also members of the Air Staff, which formulates Air
Force plans and policy through various boards and councils.

In the Air Force chain of command, certain organiza-
tional placement of the internal audit function can weaken
the independence of the internal audit organization. For
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example, an individual or group of individuals who formu-
late plans anC policy and exercise line responsibilities for
other functions normally subject to audit should not super-
vise the audit function. Such placement can also deny to top
level management evaluations needed to exercise effective
management control over Air Force operations.

The National Security Act 1947, as amended (10 U.S.C.
3014, 5061, and 8014) established three positions--Comptrol-
lers of the Army, Navy, and Air Force--and included internal
audit as one of their responsibilities. We believe, from a
management viewpoint, that this arrangement is undesirable in
the Air Force, because the Comptroller, a a member of the
Air Staff, does not report directly to the Secretary of the
Air Force, h- .. -he Air Force Cief of Staff and the As-
sistant Secr.'-yj uo. the Air Force (Financial Management).

CONCLUSIONS

The current organizational placement of the Audit
Agency does not comply with our standards which advocate
that the audit function be located at the highest practical
organizational level. With the audit staff reporting to the
Comptroller, there are three reporting levels between the
Audit Agency and the Secretary of the Air Force. Accordingly,
the Audit Agency is too far removed from the Air Force top
management to insure maximum audit independence and effective-
ness and appropriate management attention to audit findings.

Locating the internal audit function under one of the
Assistant Secretaries of the Air Force would also be objec-
tionable, because it would place the auditors under an of-
ficial having responsibility for operations they review.
Audit independence would be increased as would the potential
for more objective auditing if the audit staff were placed
directly under the Secretary or the Under Secretary.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

We recommend that, to provide for greater audit inde-
pendence as advocated by our standards, the Secretary of De-
fense use his reorganization authority under 10 U.S.C. 125 to
relocate the Air Force Audit Agency under the Secretary or
Under Secretary of te Air Force and have the audit staff
report directly to that official.
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RECOMMENDATION TO THE CONGRESS

In order to assure that the greater audit independence
recommended is maintained in the future, we also recommend
that the Congress amend the National Security Act of 1947,
as amended, to place the internal audit functions of the
three military departments under the Secretary or Under Sec-
r9tary of the respective departments and have the internal
auditors report directly to those officials. This recom-
mendation was made in a previous report. (FGMSD-77-49,
July 26, 1977).

DOD COMMENTS

The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) said
in his letter of September 26, 1977, that the Air Force Audit
Agency will report directly to the Secretary of the Air
Force, with direct access to the Chief of Staff, and will
receive technical guidance and supervision from the Assist-
ant Secretary (Financial Management).

We believe that this change, if properly implemented,
will give the Audit Agency direct access to the highest man-
agement levels in the Department of the Air Force and is
consistent with our standards.
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CHAPTER 3

SCOPE OF INTERNAL AUDITS

SHOULD NOT BE LIMITED

Limitations placed on the Air Force Audit Agency in
planning and conducting its audit work have resulted in a
lack of audit coverage and reporting of important areas of
Air Force operations. Our statement on internal auditing
in Federal agencies points out that, for internal auditing
to be of maximum usefulness, the scope of the internal audi-
tor's activity should not be restricted, but should extend
to all agency activities and related management controls.

In keeping with these principles, the mission statement
of the Air Force Audit Agency (app. II) provides that it
should audit all Air Force activities. Although the Audit
Agency is generally able to select its own audi areas, it
has sometimes been limited in planning and repo ing on audit
work by the Comptroller and members of the Air Staff System
Selection Committee, who review audit plans and approve audit
reports prior to their final release. In addition, the Audit
Agency has been precluded from performing audits in important
areas also subject to inspection by the Air Force Inspector
General.

LIMITATIONS ON PLANNING AND AUDIT WORK

In May 1975, the Comptroller directed he Auditor Gen-
eral to cancel an audit of the F-16 weapons system acquisi-
tion, because the Air Staff System Selection Committee, a
group established to set priorities for Inspector General
operations, had selected that system for review by the Air
Force Inspector General.

Previously, the Auditor General, in a letter to the Comp-
troller, stated that a substantial investment had been mde
in developing an audit plan representing a comprehensive ap-
proach for auditing the F-16. The Comptroller, who is a mem-
ber of the Air Staff System Selection Committee, acknowledged
the preliminary work by the Audit Agency, but directed the
Auditor General to provide the Inspector General with knowl-
edge gained through his initial efforts on the F-16 and to
select another system for audit. No explanation or reason
why' the Audit Agency could not or should not perform the
audit was given. Furthermore, the inspection did not start
until January 1976, although the Audit Agency was prepared
to start its audit in July 1975.
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The Auditor General told us the Audit Agency could
have performed the audit of the F-16 system regardless of
the Air Staff Committees' decision if the Agency considered
it necessary. In view of the circumstances, however, we be-
lieve that the Comptroller gave the Audit Agency no choice
other than to cancel this audit.

SCOPES OF AUDIT AND INSPECTION
SHOULD BE SPELLED OUT

The Air orce regulations governing efficiency, economy,
and effectiveness aspects of audits and inspections are simi-
lar, and it is difficult to determine how or where responsi-
bilities of audit differ from inspection. Both audit and
inspection operate in the same sphere of activity, and their
regulations extend to all Air Force elements and functions.
The regulations neither describe the scope nor contain an
explanation of the differing nature of audits and inspections.
(See apps. II and III.)

In actual practice, however, fundamental differences
exist in the objectives, depth of coverage, and other aspects
of audits and inspections.

In the Air Force efficiency, economy, and effectiveness
inspections are generally done in less time and depth than
audits and do not fully measure the extent of deficiencies
noted. Audits, on the other hand, are designed to provide
management with information on the extent of problems and
their underlying causes so that corrective action can be
taken.

DOD has determined that inspections and audits comple-
ment rather than duplicate each other. Also, Audit Agency
and Inspector General officials have concluded that funda-
mental differences in concept, scope, emphasis, and methodol-
ogy exist between audits and inspections. Thus, it is es-
sential that all Air Force activities be subjected to both
types of evaluations to insure completeness of coverage and
responsiveness to the needs of Air Force management.

Canceling audits
for inspections

The Air Force Audit Agency has canceled audits because
the Inspector General had either planned an inspection or was
conducting an inspection in the same area. In some of these
areas the inspection function took precedence over the audit
function. We found no evidence, however, that inspections
had been canceled in favor of audits.
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A joint regulation of the Audit Agency and the Inspector
General requires, with some exceptions, that all audits be
coordinated n advance of the initiation of field appli-
cation and performance to eliminate or minimize overlap and
duplication. Formal audit or inspection proposals already
underway have priority over subjects being considered for
coverage. To avoid unnecessary duplication, the Audit Agency
and Inspector General policy is to separate audit and inspec-
tion reports covering the same subject or area by at least
1 year from the date of publication of a final inspection
report and the date a draft summary report of audit is for-
warded to management for comment.

We noted four instances in which audits were canceled
in favor of inspections to avoid so-called duplication and
overlap.

1. An audit of Air Force modifications to aircraft
was canceled because the commander desired an in-
spectior, which Audit Agency officials said would
duplica-e their proposed audit. The Audit Agency
had submitted its proposed audit plan for this
review 6 weeks prior to the commander's request.

2. A proposed audit of Air Force maintenance engineer-
ing was canceled because of possible duplication
with an inspection scheduled for the same time--
about January 1975. In coordinating with the
Audit Agency, an official of the Inspector Gen-
eral's office said a degree of overlap may exist
with the planned inspection. He recommended that
the Audit Agency reschedule its audit for early
1976 to preclude the possiblity of duplication and
insure that conflicting findings and recommenda-
tions were not made. If the delay of the audit
was impractical, however, the official said they
should coordinate their observations to avoid con-
flicting opinions or recor.mendations. The inspec-
tion was made and the audit canceled.

3. Both the Audit Agency and the Inspector General
had formal plans to evaluate a maintenance analy-
sis and structural integrity information system
about the same time. Audit Agency correspondence
indicated that no strong, clear argument exists in
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favor of either proposal and that no acceptable
method of revising either or both proposals to
permit coordination was identified. The audit was
canceled in favor of the inspection.

4. An audit of the reduction of data products was
terminated because, according to Audit Agency cor-
respondence, 2 weeks after the Audit Agency sent
the proposed audit notice to the Inspector General,
the Inspector General amended his schedule and
announced an inspection of computer output products.
A meeting was held with Inspector General represen-
tatives to discuss the potential conflict between
their inspection and the audit. Based on that
meeting, the auditors concluded that although the
two projects were quite close together, a good pos-
sibility still existed for continuing both efforts.
The inspection was made and subsequently the audi-
tors decided against performing the audit.

We believe that the similarity, and hence ambiguity, of
regulations dealing with audits and inspections may have con-
tributed to or caused confusion regarding the nature of the
respective functions. The joint regulations requiring co-
ordination of udits and inspections may also have contrib-
uted to this confusion

For example, Audit Agency documents indicated that, in
a planned audit of one weapons system,, the Auditor General
considered planned audit and inspection efforts to be compie-
mentary. The auditors tried to work out such an approach
for reviewing the system. The Inspector General staff con-
sidered the system to be an inspection assignment, however,
and was not willing to accept the auditors complementary
efforts.

Audit and inspections are usually complementary and,
except for scheduling conflicts in the same spheres of
activity, are not duplicative. In our opinion, in order to
provide objective and timely information to both DOD and Air
Force management, the Audit Agency must not consider audits
and inspections to be mutually exclusive. Instead, it must
determine the propriety of continuing an audit regardless of
whether an inspection is planned or in progress.

LIMITATIONS ON REPORTING

Audit reports are reviewed by representatives of the Air
Staff, which has responsibility for formulating policy and
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plans through various boards and councils and other func-
tional areas subject to audit. This practice has resulted
in reports being modified to reflect the views of the Air
Staff or of other external managers and in some cases find-
ings being modified to show less significance.

The Audit Agency devotes a substantial amount of effort
to multilocation audits of systems, programs, and functions
performed at two or more commands. These are known as
"centrally directed audits."

Air Force Regulation 175-4 requires that summary re-
ports of audit, the most frequent product of a centrally
directed audit, be addressed in draft form to the appropriate
Air Staff and major command officials. The regulation also
requires the auditors to discuss the report with these offi-
cials and to coordinate and include Air Staff and major com-
mand official comments in the final reports. Final reports
are processed through the Air Staff for reiease to the As-
sistant Secretary of the Air Force or higher DOD levels.

Audit Agency reporting policy, which implements the
regulations, requires that full concurrence from responsible
Air Force elements will be obtained by auditors on findings,
conclusions, and recommendations in their reports. Noncon-
currences, with few exceptions, must be resolved by con-
vincing management that the Audit Agency is more correct or
by changing the report. We were told that knonconcurrences
are almost always resolved by changing the report.

In one case, for example, auditors in their draft report
showed that 321 military vehicles may have been in excess of
Air Force requirements based upon mileage achieved versus
goals established for their use. After discussion with the
Air Staff, the wording in the report was changed to read
iinderutilization of vehicles. Audit Agency correspondence
showed that the change was made primarily because Air Staff
personnel were concerned that ajencies outside the Air Force
(DOD and GAO) would interpret the findings incorrectly, re-
sulting in unwarranted action. The changes did dilute the
auditor's findings in this case since the term "excess" con-
notes too many, whereas underutilization implies that the
vehicles were not being used according to some standard.

In another case the Audit Agency, through one of its
divisions, initiated an audit of a contractor-operated pro-
gram. The audit, performed at 12 Air Force bases, showed
that (1) the contractor was overbilling the Air Force by
at least $100,000 for parts not listed on standard price
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lists, (2) the contractor was not passing on discounts to the
Air Force, (3) some documents supporting contractor claims
had been altered, and (4) the contractor was not using the
lowest prices available for parts.

Instead of issuing a Summary Report of Audit, normal for
this kind of review, the division issued a letter to the Air
Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics outlining its
findings. According to Audit Agency correspondence, this
was done to keep the data within Air Force channels and to
allow the Air Force to clean up the problem area before an
audit of the entire program operation was performed and re-
ported directly to the Secretary of Defense.

As part of its reporting procedures, the Audit Agency
is required to notify the Office of ecial Investigations
when potential fraudulent acts are jund. The responsible
audit division delayed for about 5 months before notifying
the Office of Special Investigations. The Auditor General
told us that a letter report was issued because the scope
of the audit involved only one contractor, not as a means
of suppressing information concerning fraud. The cor-
respondence, however, shows that Audit Agency personnel were,
in our opinion, too concerned with the Air Force image in
these circumstances. This concern dictated the type and
level of reporting and resulted in delays in notifying the
proper investigative officials.

CONCLUSIONS

Internal auditing should extend to all agency activi-
ties. The Air Force auditors are in the best position to
identify and select activities that should receive their
audit attention. With consideration for management's in-
formation needs, the auditors should be free to do so with-
out interference.

Moreover, we rely on internal audit coverage in
planning our work and have access to all internal audit re-
ports. Air Force inspection reports, however, are not
routinely made available to us. Thus, preventing the Air
Force Audit Agency from auditing functional areas by sub-
stituting inspections of these functions could result in
significant problems not being surfaced or reported to top
DOD and Air Force management and our office and could sub-
stantially increase our need for auditing these activities.

A more serious impairment of independence esults when
individuals external to the Audit Agency modify, or cause
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to be modified, the meaning of internal audit reports to
avoid what they perceive to be unwarranted conclusions by
higher level command or external organizations. Changing
the meaning of audit reports can distort the information
needed by top level commanders to manage their operations
effectively. It impairs the independence of the auditor
when he is unable to report conclusions and recommenda-
tions based upon objective, verifiable evidence. Further,
such practices are inconsistent with our audit standards.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense direct the
Secretary of the Air Force to:

-- Clearly specify in the mission statement of the Air
Force Audit Agency that the Agency has no limita-
tions in selecting the activities for audit, deter-
mining the scope of audit work, and reporting its
audit results.

-- Revise Air Force regulations to specify the respec-
tive scope of internal audits and inspections, ex-
plain differences between them, and emphasize that
they are complementary rather than duplicative.

DOD COMMENTS

In his reply, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comp-
troller) agreed that within the context of proper audit
management, no restrictions should exist in selecting audit
subjects, determining the scope of work, or reporting audit
results. He said that:

-- Air Force regulations specifying that all Air Force
components, functions, activities, and operations
subject to audit will be amended to reinforce that
the Air Force Audit Agency will have no limitations
in the selection and scope of audit subjects or the
reporting of audit results.

--Applicable Air Force regulations will be reviewed
and revised as appropriate to delineate the dif-
ferences between the audit and inspection function,
emphasize their complementary nature, and describe
the scope of each function.
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We believe that these actions, if properly implemented,
should provide for more independent, indepth audit coverage
of a broader range of functional areas that are important
to top level Air Force managers and should eliminate any
confusion of the respective responsibilities of the Auditor
General and the Inspector General.

In its response to the Secretary of Defense on "Limita-
tions on Reporting" (discussed on pp. 43-45), the Air Force
said that the Audit Agency supports and adheres to the GAO
standards on reporting. This reporting standard advocates
that report drafts be made available for advanced review
and comments by persons or officials whose operations are
discussed in the report draft and that comments on the re-
port drafts should be objectively considered and evaluated
and appropriate recognition given to them.

The Air Force inferred that we objected to soliciting
agency comments. We did not intend to infer that--what we
objected to was the changing of reports to avoid misinter-
pretation or criticism from outside sources.
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CHAPTER 4

THE AIR FORCE AUDITOR GENERAL

SHOULD BE A CIVILIAN

The position of the head of the Air Force Audit Agency
should be filled with a qualified civilian. Contrary to
DOD policy, t Audit Agency is headed by a high ranking
military officer.

DOD Directive 1100.4 states that the military services
should employ civilians in positions that do not

-- require military incumbents for reasons of law, train-
ing, security, discipline, rotation, or combat readi-
ness;

-- require a military background for successful perform-
ance of the duties involved; or

-- entail unusual hours not normally associated or om-
patible with civilian employment.

DOD Directive 1100.9 states that the management posi-
tions in professional support activities should be designated
as military or civilian according to the following criteria.

"Military--when required by law, when the position
requires skills and knowledge acquired primarily
through military training, and experience, and
when experience in the position is essential to
enable officer personnel to assume responsibilities
necessary to maintain combat-related support and
proper career development.

"Civilian--when the skills required are usually
found in the civilian economy and continuity of
management and experience is essential and can
be better provided by civilians."

In an article for the Defense Management Journal in
October 1976, the Assis-ant Secretary of Defense (Manpower
and Reserve Affairs), stated:

"Defense Department policy is that each position be
filled by a civilian unless it can be proven that a
military person is required. As a result, the bur-
den of proof is on the Services to show that each
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position programmed as a military space can only be
filled by a military person."

DOD policy and regulations notwithstanding, the Air
Force has followed the practice of appointing a high rank-
ing military officer to the position of Auditor General.
Because military officers are subject to periodic rotation,
many officers have held this position. The Audit Agency
has had four different Auditor Generals since 1970.

CONCLUSION

Because the position of Auditor General of the Air
Force entails skills found in the civilian community and
does not require the factors set forth by DOD criteria
for using military personnel, this position should be
filled by a qualified civilian. This arrangement would not
only be consistent with DOD policy but would also, in all
likelihood, provide a longer tenure for incumbents of the
position, resulting in greater continuity of management poli-
cies and procedures.

A similar conclusion was reached by an Advisory Commit-
tee to the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
in 1970. The committee's analysis of the audit function in
DOD was prepared for the Blue Ribbon Defense Panel and in-
cluded as an appendix to the Panel's July 1970 report to the
President. The committee recommended that the head of each
of the audit groups in DOD (including the Air Force Audit
Agency) be a civilian, preferably a GS-18 with considerable
expertise in audit management. According to the committee,
this recommended change

"* * * would provide a longer period of tenure for
the head of the audit group, assuring greater con-
tinuity of audit policy and direction than is likely
to be attained under the present arrangement of
having the group headed by a military officer who
usually has had little or no professional experience
in internal auditing."

RECOMMENDATION

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense direct the
Secretary of the Air Force to fill the position of Auditor
General of the Air Force with a professionally qualified
civilian.
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nor COMMENTS

In his reply the Assistant Secretary said DOD would re-
assess having a civilian Auditor General position after ap-
pointing civilians to the Air Force Audit Agency.

We believe this is inconsistent with prior positions
taken by the Assistant Secretary in two respects. First,
in prior action both he and the Secretary of the Army agreed
with us that the head of the Army Audit Agency should be a
civilian. Accordingly, the Army replaced the military chief
of the Agency with a qualified civilian. Our recommendation
that the Air Force Auditor General be a professionally qual-
ified civilian was identical to that made in a July 26,
1977, report to the Congress. 1/

Second, the Assistant Secretary and the Secretary of
the Air Force have agreed that almost 500 other military
positions in the Air Force Audit Agency will be converted
to civilian ones over the next 3 to 4 years beginning with
fiscal year 1978. (See p. 20.) This position is in agree-
ment with our recommendation and in accordance with the
s m-e criteria--DOD regulations and policy. It is, on the
oLher hand, inconsistent with the Assistant Secretary's cur-
rent position on hiring a civilian for Auditor General.

We know of no compelling reason why the position of
Auditor General of the Air Force should not be filled with
a professionally qualified civilian in accordance with
DOD regulations and policy. We therefore continue to be-
lieve that the Secretary of Defense should direct the
Secretary of the Air Force to appoint a professionally
qualified civilian as Auditor General of the Air Force.

l/"Why the Army Should Improve Its Internal Audit Function"
(FGMSD-77-49).
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CHAPTER 5

THE AIR FORCE SHOULD APPOINT CIVILIANS

AS MILITARY INTERNAL AUDITORS

The Air Force Audit Agency can realize significant sav-
ings, contribute to the career development opportunities and
the continuity of its staff, and conform to Public Law and
DOD regulations and policy by appointing civilians to staff
positions held by military internal auditors.

Congressional appropriation languaae contained in Pub-
lic Law 93-365, dated August 5, 1974, tates that:

"* * * It is the sense of Congress that the Depart-
ment of Defense * * * shall use the least costly
form of manpower * * * consistent with military re-
quirements and other needs of the Department. k * *"

Congressional appropriations language and DOD policy
and directives notwithstani..g (see p. 15), the Audit Agency
currently maintains a staffing mixture of approximately
50 percent military and 50 percent civilian as follows:

Military Percent Civilian Percent

Audit and technical 453 54 380 46
Administrative and

support 37 21 141 79

Total 490 48 521 52

An Air Force task group, convened in 1972 to establish
an appropriate mixture of personnel, determined that the
stuffing mixture in the Audit Agency should be approximately
50 civilian and 50 military. The task group concluded that
these percentages were needed to satisfy rotation, policy,
career development, and staffing requirements for military
staff assigned to the Audit Agency. However, the group
considered that only te rotation requirement was relevant
to determining a specific numerical requ!Lement for military
auditors.

OPPORTUNITY TO REALIZE SAVINGS

The Air Force could streamline the internal audit func-
tion and reduce operating costs by about $2.14 million an-
nually if the Audit Agency were staffed entirely by civilians.
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We made a comparison of civilian and military personnel
costs using the Senate Committee on Appropriations' (DOD
Appropriation 13.11, 1976) analysis of relative comparability
of civilian and military compensation and benefits as of
October 1, 1975. Although the committee's analysis included
both direct and indirect compensation, we did not take into
account additional costs to the Air Force required to main-
tain the Audit Agency's rotation of military personnel.
These costs do not include permanent change-of-station move-
ments of military staff and their household goods and depend-
ents, amounting to about $294,378 in 1976.

Our comparison shows that, from the rank of Staff Ser-
geant to Major General, the average total annual compensa-
tion and benefits of military personnel exceeds that of
civilians in comparable grades by amounts ranging from $3,160
to $13,465.

In computing the cost savings based on the equivalency
of rank and grade, we multiplied the differences in total
compensation and benefits per equivalent rank and grade
by the average number of personnel assigned as of June 30,
1975, and March 31, 1976. This computation shows a poten-
tial costs savings of $2.14 million a year if the Audit
Agency were staffed entirely with civilians.

CONCLUSIONS

Military auditor positions entail skills found in the
civilian community and do not meet requirements set forth
in DOD criteria for using military personnel. (See p. 16.)

By converting military positions to civilian ones, as
contemplated by congressional appropriation language and
DOD directives, the Air Force Audit Agency could se an
estimated $2.14 million annually and reduce turnover re-
sulting from frequent relocation of military personnel.

We recognize that a limited number of positions for
junior officer training and development may be desirable.
These positions, if deemed necessary, should be categorized
as auditor-intern or management-intern positions with limited
policymaking and audit management responsibilities. We know
of no compelling reason, however, that 50 percent of the
positions need to be military.

RECOMMENDATION

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense direct the
Secretary of the Air Force to take the necessary action to
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bring the Air orce Audit Agency into compliance with DOD
directives by converting internal auditor and audit manage-

ment positions now filled by military personnel to civilian.

DOD COMMENTS

The Assistant Secretary agreed with our recommendation
and said the Air Force will convert 100 military auditor

positions to civilian positions in fiscal year 1978. Ac-

cording to the Assistant Secretary, continued progress to-

ward this goal of converting to civilian auditors will be

effected during the next 3 to 4 years.

We believe this change, if properly implemented, will
provide an orderly transition from military to civilian
positions, with the least disruption of mission-related
functions of the Audit Agency.
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CHAPTER 6

IMPROVEMENTS NEDED TO BRING ABOUT

MORE EFFECTIVE USE OF STAFF

To meet its internal audit responsibilities and carry
out its primary mission, it is imperative that the Air Force
Audit Agency be prudent in using its staff resources. In
our opinion, the Audit Agency can more effectively use its
staff by improving its organization structure and eliminating
or reducing audit work that is not sufficiently productive
to warrant allocation of scarce staff resources.

PRIMARY AUDIT RESPONSIBILITY

The Audit Agency's responsibility, as set forth in
Air Force Regulation 23-38, is to provide the Air Force at
all levels with an independent and objective internal audit
service that evaluates the effectiveness with which the Air
Force resources are being controlled and managed. Implicit
in this mission statement is the mandate that the Audit
Agency is primarily concerned with management's control of
funds appropriated by the Congress.

RESIDENT AUDITOR CONCEPT REDUCES
AUDIT EFFECTIVENESS

The Air Force Audit Agency should consider reorganizing
under a regional or district audit concept similar to those
of the Army Audit Agency and the Naval Audit Service. Unlike
the Army and Navy audit organizations, the Air Force Audit
Agency maintains 2 regional and 87 resident audit offices at
major commands and bases worldwide. Army and Navy auditors
are highly mobile within regional or geographical boundaries
of specified districts, but Air Force auditors remain, for
the most part, in fixed locations.

The principal advantage oi a regional office concept
over that of the resident audit office is the ability of
audit managers to identify and concentrate scarce audit re-
sources on the most important functional areas of manage-
ment concern. We noted in the Air Force Audit Agency that
this management control feature is lacking, because about 45
percent of direct audit time available to the Audit Agency
is necessarily dedicated to discretionary use by its resi-
dent auditors. The discretionary audit time is used by
the resident auditor to examine base level operations the
auditor deems appropriate an] to perform commander-
requested and nonappropriated-fund audits. The latter two
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kinds of audit work consume 17 percent of direct audit
time available to the Audit Agency.

During the quarterly planning process, the Audit Agency
attempts to coordinate the discretionary time used by resi-
dent auditors into its overall plan for coverage of all major
functional areas. The Audit Agency has not been able to
meet audit frequency objectives for major functional areas
prescribed by DOD, however, and on occasion has canceled
or deferred audits of these areas because of a shortage of
qualified supervisors and staff. We also noted that several
major functional areas received only a small percentage of
available audit time as follows.

Functional area Percent of direct time

Systems acquisition 7.6
Automatic data processing

systems 2.1
Communications 1.0

In our opinion, the Audit Agency's resident auditor
concept and resulting allocation of a significant portion
of direct audit time to discretionary use by resident au-
ditors contributes to increased audits in less important
areas and may result in delays or cancellations of audit
work in important functional areas. Further, it deprives
Air Force management of the full bektfit of auditing in
evaluating major functional areas of Air Force operations.

COMMANDER'S AUDIT PROGRAM

The Audit Agency is allowed to spend lup to 15 percent
of staff time oni audits specifically requested by Air Force
commanders. These audits, which are evaluations of local
problems already identified by commands, result in reports
with limited distribution and low visibility. The audits
are performed on a privileged basis, in that reports are
distributed only to requesting commanders and no follbwup
on recommendations is made. Consequently, corrective action
is at the discretion of commanders.

The Audit Agency's policy is to encourage command re-
quests for audits to (1) insure the availability of personal-
ized audit service in areas of primary concern to local c:om-
manders and (2) improve audit service to commanders as s-ll
as the relationship between the Audit Agency and all levels
of Air Force management.
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Although the commander reguests do benefit local com-
manders in varying degrees, our review of selected program
reports showed that auditors were performing tasks usually
associated with normal management staff functions, such as
legal research and compilation of statistical data. We
noted that Comptroller organizations are established at
each level of command and are required by statute to assist
commanders in these functions. Comptroller organizations,
through their management analysis functions, have beco:ne a
primary source for supplying data to commanders and their
operating staffs for planning, organizing, and carrying out
their missions.

NONAPPROPRIATED-FUND AUDITS

The Air Force Audit Agency devotes 9 percent of its
direct audit time to audits of nonappropriated-fund activi-
ties, such as commissaries and clubs which are operated for
the benefit of military personnel and their dependents. The
Audit Agency is not reimbursed by the audited activities
for the cost of this work, estimated to be about $1.8 mil-
lion.

Under DOD and Air Force policy, 25 percent of the Air
Force clubs and open messes are audited by independent pub-
lic accountants, who are paid for their services from the
profits of these nonappropriated-fund activities. The Air
Force Audit Agency is responsible for auditing the remaining
75 percent of these activities on a nonreimbursable basis. Ac-
cording to DOD instructions, each significant nonappropriated-
fund activity is supposed to be audited at least once every
2 years, which is the same frequency goal DOD has set for
significant appropriated-fund activities.

Until April 1976, the Audit Agency followed a more con-
servative practice of auditing funds not audited by public
accounting firms annually, regardless of need, because of
improper activities in these funds in the Far East and
Europe and the subsequent notoriety they received in 1969.
Since April 1976, however, audits of nonappropriated funds
are made on a 2-year cycle as prescribed by DOD instructions.
Under this reduced audit coverage, the Audit Agency is still
able to meet audit frequency goals for nonappropriated funds,
while audits of some appropriated activities have been can-
celed because of limited staff availability.

CONCLUSIONS

The Audit Agency's use of scarce staff resources for
secondary efforts and its organizational structure requiring
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large amounts of staff time for discretionary use of resident
staff has significantly reduced its capability to perform its
primary mission and decreased its value as a management tool.

T>~ resident audit office concept followed by the Audit
Agency .uestionable from a management viewpoint, because
it result in relatively uncontrolled use of large blocks of
staff time for audits of base level activities at a time when
the Audit Agency has experienced difficulty in meeting audit
frequency objectives for major functional areas.

A similar conclusion was reached by the American Insti-
tute of Certified Public Accountants Committee (discussed on
p. 16). The committee concluded that the Audit Agency should
be organized on the basis of large groups (organized by re-
gions as in the Army and Navy). The committee said that under
its present structure it is difficult for the Audit Agency to
assign personnel with appropriate audit experience; on-the-job
experience suffers from inadequate supervision; transfers, re-
tirements, and resignations have serious impact on the small
audit groups; and these small groups tend to limit promotional
opportunities for civilian employees.

The Audit Agency's policy of conducting audits re-
auested by commanders on specific local problems, with re-
porting limited to the requesting commanders, results in
reduced effectiveness of the auditing and reporting functions
of a central audit agency. These types of efforts appear to
be within the scope of internal review or Comptroller respon-
sibilities.

Using internal auditors to audit nonappropriated-fund
activities is also questionable from a management viewpoint,
because these audits represent a free service provided at
taxpayer expense to activities set up to be largely self-
supporting. It is important to note that audit frequency
goals for these activities are being met, but similar goals
for appropriated-fund audits, the Audit Agency's primary
mission, are not being met.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense direct the
Secretary of the Air Force to improve the Audit Agency's
organizational structure and system of management control to
bring about more effective use of staff. Among the alterna-
tives to be considered are

-- significantly reduce the number of commander-
requested audits performed as well as staff used
for nonaudit functions,
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-- reduce audits of nonappropriaed-fund activities. and

-- reorganize the Air Force Audit Agency along the re-

gionalized lines employed by the Army Audit Agency and

Naval Audit Service.

DOD COMMENTS

The Assistant Secretary, although not disagreeing with

our recommendation to reduce commander-requested audits sig-

nificantly, pointed out that these audits consume about 8 per-

cent of the total Audit Agency effort. He said that most of

these audits produce independent appraisals of local func-

tions and activities for installation commanders, and about
25 percent are performed for commanders above the installa-
tion level. Although the Assistant Secretary did not say

that these audits would be reduced, he did say that he will

reemphasize the need to devote additional resources to

mission-oriented audits.

On performing nonappropriated-fund audits, the Assist-

ant Secretary commented that he will continue to require

the central audit organizations to perform a limited number

cf these audits and to monitor the quality of audits by
others. He also said the Air Force Audit Agency is currently

applying only 7 percent of its resources to these audits and

is taking additional measures to apply fewer resources, such

as extending audit cycles from 2 years to 3 or 4 years.

In his reply, the Assistant Secretary commented in part

that he is aware of the differences between the Air Force

audit residence concept of operations and the predominantly
regional concepts used by the other DOD audit organizations.

He said that since the audit approach used by the Air Force

does not exactly parallel the audit approaches used in the

Army and Navy. the regional concept may not be appropriate
for Air Force audit operations.

The Assistant Secretary continued that recent deactiva-

tion of some 25 residencies and their absorption by larger

residencies represents a movement toward a regional concept.
According to the Assistant Secretary, the Air Force is cur-

rently evaluating this configuration and will continue to

adjust the organization to achieve the most effective use of

staff.

The Secretary of the Air Force, in his reply to the

Assistant Secretary, however, stated in part that at present

the Air Force believes that such factors as the distribution
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of audit workload and travel costs tend to favor the current
deployment of personnel.

Although we did not review this matter in depth, we
nevertheless were concerned primarily with the most effec-
tive use of staff and the best organizational arrangement to
achieve this. As we stated on page 22, a significant portion
of available staff time is dedicated to residencies to be
used at the resident auditors' discretion.

We agree that such factors as distribution of audit
workload and travel costs are factors to be considered when
assessing the cost to benefits of one approach versus another.
However, we are not aware that the Air Force has made such a
study.

In our opinion the additional travel costs could be
more than offset through effective use and control of resi-
dent auditors' discretionary time for more important work on
a geographical basis.

We believe the Secretary of Defense should direct the
Secretary of the Air Force to study this matter further
and, if warranted, direct the Audit Agency to reorganize
along the regional lines employed by the Army Audit Agency
and Naval Audit Service.

We also believe that the Secretary of the Air Force
should direct the Audit Agency to reduce its coverage of
commander-requested audits significantly while the study
is underway.
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE AF REGULATION 175-4
Headquarters US Air Force
Washington DC 20330 16 December 1974

Auditing

AUDITING IN THE AIR FORCE

This regulation states the basic concepts, objectives, policies, and scope for internal auditing in the Air Force as
prescribed in AFR 23-38. It implements DOD Directive 7600.2, 1? ugust 1965, DOD Instructions 7600.3 and
7600.6, 4 January 1974, and GSA Federal Management Circular 73-2, 27 Sptember 1973.

Paragraph
Terms Explained . . . . .. . ..... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
Basic Concepts of Audit Operations ................... . . . . . . . 2
Acceptance and Use of Audit .................... . . . ... .. . . 3
AFAA Audit Obj.ctives ................... . . . . ... . . .. . 4
Audit Policies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Scope of Audit Activities ...... . . . . . .. .... .. . . . . ... 6
Nonappropriated Funds .................... . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . 7
Report Processing Procedures ................... .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . ... . . 8

Attachments Page
I. Types of Reports 6
2. Reports Receiving Special Distribution 7

1. Terms Explained: directives from higher authority; and for the accuracy,
a. Internal Audit. The independent, objective and propriety, and legality of their actions.

constructive review and appraisal of the effectiveness c. The internal auditor does not have the authority
and efficiency with which managerial responsibilities to change or to order changes in the procedures or
(financial, operational, and support) are carried out at all operations of the activities audited. He is not responsible
levels of Air Force management. for developing systems, methods, and procedures, nor

b. Commanders Audit Program. Established by the for the performance of any regular or additional duties
Air Force Audit Agency (AFAA) for responding to constituting a part of line or staff operations. Such
requests by commanders for audit assistance. responsibilities would tend to give him a biased

c. Report of Audit. Identifies the scope of the audit viewpoint since, in the course of audits, he would be
and conveys the auditor's findings and recommendations appraising his own work: The auditor may call attention
to the responsible manager(s) for appropriate action. to problem areas concerning procedures or operations of
Reports of audit may result from the auditor's the activities audited and provide advisory assistance to
evaluation of (1) management systems in being or (2) system development personnel.
management systems under development, test, or major
modification. (See attachment I for types of reports.) d. Management determines what action will be takenon audit findings and recommendations and effects the
2. Basic Concepts of Audit Openrtions: required action. The internal auditor follows up on

a. Internal audit is directed toward determining recommendations to detennine whether they were given
whether management controls and procedures are adequate consideration. He determines that
adequate in concept, effective in application, and that management's orders to accomplish changes and correct
they provide financial integrity, effective use of deficiencies are effective.
resources, and efficient accomplishment of management e. Cyclical detailed audits of all activities are
objectives. impractical and unnecessary. The frequency of audit and

b. The existence of an internal audit staff in no way the extent of audit coverage depend on a balancing of
relieves other personnel of duties and responsibilities. audit resources with:
Commanders are responsible for proper management; for (I) Requirements of laws and higher level
protection and use of resources; for compliance with directives.

Supersedes AFR 175-4, 14 Nov 1972. (For summary of
revised, deleted, or added material, see signature page.)
OPR: ACU
DISTRIBUTION: B; X: OASD (C) Wash DC 20301 .. 2
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(2) Needs of management, susceptibility of assets d. Give primary concern to the prevention of
to loss or misuse, and thp distribution of Air Force deficiencies, and secondary concern to the detection of
resources. deficiencies and errors which occurred in the past.

(3) Appaisals of the adequacy of systems, e Bring deficiencies to the attention of managers andprocedures, and internal controls. accountable, responsible, or custodial officers promptly
f. Requests by commanders for audit assistance will upon disclosure.

be accommodated to the extent audit priorities and f. Discuss audit results with responsible commanders
resources allow. or their designated representatives to improve mutual

understanding of those results before issuing a report of3. Acceptance and Use of Audit. Air Force commanders audit
will: audit.~~~~~~will: ~g. Address reports of audit to tl., manaement levela. Support internal audit as an important element of which has the authority and responsibility to assure that

appropriate corrective action is taken on audit findings.,.t require audit personnel to provide them or and recommendations. Address and distribute reportstheir subordinates with advance notification of an under the Commanders
cetainnded audit. The element of surprise is crucial in commander requesting audit assistance. (Subject to the

limitations of para 8a(4 ).)c. Cooperate with auditors in providing: 
(I) access to personnel, documents, records, and . Followup on the adequacy of action taken toinstallation work areas, and, correct deficiencies reported in reports of audit issued at
(2l office facilities and arrangements o installation level, within a reasonable time afteraccomplish the audit mission. completion of the audit. Followup in the depthd. Accord prompt and constructive management necessary; considering the mportance of the area

action to findings and recommendations reported bmeyt audited. Verify the effectiveness of the commander'sauditors. (See para 8.) followup system (see para 3e). If corrective action was
e. Establish followup systems to assure not taken or if action was not adequate to correct theaccomplishment o the above by all management levels deficiencies, a report of audit explaining the currentccinvolved. (See AFR 175-t.) abovebyallmanagementl status of the deficiencies will be sent to the addressees ofinvolved. (See AFR 175-2.) the or
f. Advise the Air Force Office of Special igina report.

Investigations of audit findings indicative of violations of i. Keep other governmental audit, inspection, andtrust. (See AFR 124-8.) investigative agencies appraised of AFAA activities. The
nature, quality, and scope of the audits performed by

4. AFAA Audit Objectives: the AFAA are onsiderations affecting the manner inwhich those other agencies discharge their audit,a. To perform internal audits, as directed by higher which those other agencies discharge their audit,
authority, in the scope and depth required for effective inspection, and investigative responsibilities Clos
management. coordination of audit plans and schedules reduce

b. To perform internal audits of all Air Force unnecessary overlap of audit inspection andinvestigation. Consultation between the AFAA andoperations, systems, functions, areas, and activities o t her governmental agencies on audit, inspection, anc- To assist in improving Air Force operations by other governmental agencies on audit, inspection, andproviding internal audit service to all levels of investigation plans, procedures, methods, and techniques
management. promotes a better understanding of each ether's

d. To report the results of internal audit to the objectives. This improves the overall audit, inspection,appropriate level of management. and investigation plan. Audit plans should be
e. To determine that pl,aned corrective actions in Ioordinated with the Air Force Office of Specialresponse to audit reports are completed by Air Force Investigations and the Air Force Inspection and Safety

managers on a timely basis. Center.
f. To evaluate the effectiveness of actions taken by j. Review other governmental audit and inspectionmanagers to correct deficiencies presented in audit agencies' planning documents and reports as source datareports. in planning the breadth, scope, and coverage of audits.

Assure that problem areas reported by those agcncies are
5. Audit Policies. To meet audit objectives the AFAA provided audit attention.

a. Program internal audits commensurate with 6 Scope of Audit Activitesmanagement needs and audit resources. a. All Air Force organizational components,
b. Emphasize audits of activities which hold assets functions, activities, and levels of operations (withthat are susceptible to loss or misuse, and audits in areas exceptions specified in AFR 23-38) are subject towhich represent the bulk of Air Force investments in comprehensive audit which includes:

funds, property, or other resources. (1) Examining and appraising the soundness,
c. Exercise centralized management and program adequacy, and effectiveness of policies, systems,control over decentralized audit operations. procedures, records, and reports relating to
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AFR 1754 16 December 1974

programming, budgeting, accounting. procurerent,
supply, financial or business transactions of all kinds,
and other operations having an impact on the
expenditure of funds, use of resources, or
accomplishment of management objectives.

(2) Appraising performance under, and
ascertaining the extent of compliance with established
policies, procedures, regulations, laws, and so forth.

(3) Ascertaining whether resources (funds,
personnel, materiel, real property, and so forth) are
properly justified, used, accounted for, disposed of, and
safeguarded from loss.

(4) Disclosing inefficiency, waste, and other
improl;-r conditions.

(5) Reviewing and evaluating management
systems which are under development or major
modification.

(6) Ascertaining the reliability and timeliness of
management data, and evaluating the need and
usefulness of such data in relation to cost.

b. Audits within combat theaters will emphasize the
adequacy and effectiveness of the support furnished
combat forces and the controls in being to prevent
unauthorized diversion of equipment, supplies, or other
resources. Functions to be covered, to the extent
feasible, will include logistics functions (supply,
procurement, maintenance, construction, and so forth),
assistance to allied military forces, and administrative
support activi'ies. Audits will not interfere with combat
operations nor obstruct related United States purposes.

c. While the scope of internal audit is broad, it does
not include criticism of management decisions based on
after-the-fact substitution of the auditor's judgment for
that of responsible management. Most management
decisions involve some degree of risk and uncertainty.
Thus, the fact that later events prove a decision to be
wrong is not, taken by itself, a subject for audit
reporting. It becomes a subject, however, if the decision
indicates inefficient operations, inadequate procedures,
or other dt iciencies, the reporting of which would lead
to system or procedural improvements or the avoidance
of errors. The following are illustrative:

(I) Erroneous decisions made on the basis of
incorrect or incomplete data because of deficiencies in
the information system.

(2) Erroneous decisions arising from failure to
consider data which were available at the time the
decision was made.

(3) Decisions resulting in actions which were
contrary to law, policy, or regulations. (See para 8a(5).)
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AFR 123.1 1 Augt 1975

SECTION A - OJECTIVE. CONCEPT, AND inspection system extends into every field of Air Force
SCOPE OF THE INSPECTION SYSTEM affairs. The system includes inQUiries into:

a The adequacy of Air Force preparedness to carry
1. System Objective. The Air Force inspection system out an ssigned role as a national defense agency.
prvides the Secretary of the Air Force: the Chief of b. The state of training readiness, combat
Stff USAF: the MAJCOM commanders; and the capability. and lotistic support.
evinmander ofSOAs: c. The ability of units and individuals to perform

a A capability to maintain continuing surveillance their missions and functions effectively and econom-
over the status of readiness within the commands ically.
b. A measure of effectiveness and efficiency of d. The leadership, discipline, morale, health, and

management systems. wifatre of units and individuals.
c. A management technique to identify, assess, and a. The management of Air Force occupational safety

molve significant problems and to recognize and health programs to include all aspects of the
meceptional managers and management practices. i mplementation of statutory federal safety and health

d. An evaluation of the adequacy of safety and legislationsuch as the OSHA, Public Law 91-596.
occupational health programs to include applicable f. The development and execution of Air Force
provisions ofthe Occupational Safety and Health Act programs including the computation of require-
(OSHA). Public Law 91 96; E.O. 11807, 28 Septem. ments.
ber 1974; and AFR 127-12. g. The management of research' and development

e. Factual information on which to base action if a and system acquisition programs to insure that Air
management system is not achieving maximum Force needs are fulfilled promptly. efficiently, and
effectiveness economically.

h. The effectiveness and economy of management
2 System Concept: practices and procedures. This includes identifying

a. Inspection is an inherent responsibility of those meriting recognition or consideration for use by
command and a proven management control system. other Air Force organizations.
The success of a command inspection system varies i The effectiveness of unit inspection and complaints
proportionately with the commander's personal programs
emphasis. j Security programs. including the:
b. Findings and observations resulting from inspec- (1) Security of Air Force installations. resources,

tions must be factual and objective. It is important to: and weapon systems.
(1) Identify existing problems Determining and (2) Maintenance of military law and order.

enforcing compliance with regulatory requirements is (3) Administration of confinement and retraining
primarily a staff responsibility. Widespread non- facilities.
compliance may indicate an underlying management (4) Safeguard of classified infrmation and
problem and should be identified by inspections; material in the custody of military units and

oweter. purely compliance-oriented inspections are Department of Defense (DOD) contractors.
tn be avoided. k The administration of personnel. pay. classifica-

(2) Attempt to determine the roe causes of tion. and assignment: the management of the human
significant poblems. and personnel reliat'ility programs; the application of

(3) Assess the imprt of problems on mission military justice: the treatment of military personnel in
accomplishment. O..y significant problems should be confinement; .nd the supervision of voluntary
cited in the formal inspection report. Minor educational programs (AF Education Services
deficncies should be provided separately and. while Program).

quring correction do not require response. L The economical and effectvhe use of personnel
) Attempt to recommend corrective action for materiel installations, facilities. and funds. \ ith

permanent resolution of problems. aephasis on the safe and economical maintenance
4) Identify exceptionally innovative and effeetive and operation of weapon systems and associated

peronnel and management techniques or procedures equipment. (See United States Property and Fcal
t) Provide clear and concise reports Officer (USP&FO) inspection procedures. In
(7) Evaluate the adequacy ofcorrective actions. paragraph 14q(). for ANG units.)

m. An aspects of materiel and services procurement.
3 System Scope. The inspection functions of HQ This includes planning, programming, and control-
USAF, the MAJCOMs and SOAs constitute the ling materiel and services, and the legality and
baspectioo system. Except authorized in AFR economy ofcontract negotiations and administration.

046. inspection functions below HQ USAF are n Compliance with laws and regulations. and the
entralized at the MAJCOM and SOA level. Through determination if these publications are neffective,

tbhi system, factul evluatons of the effectiveness Imprcticable, uneconomical, or otherwise deficient.
nd econamy of AirForce policies plas. operations o. Mission and manement effectiveness in Air
]ocdures. and safety programs are provided. The Frce components ofunified or specified commands.
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AF 1231 1 Agmt 1973gS

tl When directed by the Secta of Defense or limit its inspection to requirements of Air Force
Joint Chiefs of Staff to conduct an inspection, request #eurity directives as they apply to tenant resources.
other services to provide personnel to serve on the The tenant command evaluation will be limited to
Inspection team. normal security. except for essential ORI evaluations

() When requested by other services evaluate the (such as man nuclear weapons loadings) *hich have
requirement for and the selection of personnel for been coordinated by the commands concerned.
joint inspections to be conducted by those servces. (2) The host's parent command is responsible for

p. Air National Guard (ANG) and United States Air determining the Iverall effectiveness of the host
Fore Reserve (USAFR) management to assure Security Police unit. including the support provided to
compliance with the Total Force Policy as directed by both host and tenant resources under emergency
the Sec-etary of Defense. When ANG or USAFR units security operations.
are conversing to new missions conversion plans it all (3) All host and tenant activities enpged In
kvels of responsibility should be covered in enough explosives operations will be inspected by t host
detail o assure that the Total Force Policy was command for compliance with explosives safey. Each
properly considered in the planning proes. parent command should be prlided mults of the
q. Other subjects as directed by the Secretary of the other's inspection.

Air Force; the Chief of Staff. USAF: or the
commander concerned. The Chief. NGB and Chief, L lttereommand Unit Trawfr. Unless prior inter.
Air Force Reserve may request special inspections of .ommand arrangements are made. the losing
ANG and USAFR activities The Inspector General command is responsible for completing the following
will direct the inspection to be conducted by the inspections of units affected prior to the actual
appropriate inspection agency. transfer date:

a. Any inspection due prior to the programmed
4. Activitles Subject to Inspection: transfer date.
a. All functions and activities of a headqarters. b. Any inspection that will become due within 90

wing. bse. or unit are subject to inspection. days after the programmed transfer date.
b. All organizations and activities will be inspected.

Each MAJCOM and SOA inspector general will 6. Access to Information. Each inspector is author.
establish a plan for regular inspection of subordinate ired access to any material related to the nspection
units. The maximum inter% al between inspections will commensurate with his security clearance and special
be determined by the MAJCOM and SOA access authorization (for example. Cypto. CNWDI.
commander. EXCEPTICNS: SSIR). Access to classified material will be on a need-

(I) Nbclear capable units must mceive Nuclear to-know basis as directed by the commander ordering
Capability Inspections (NCI) at least eery 18 months the inspection.
(AFR 123-9).

(2) ANG units will be inspected annually (once each
calendar year) for those functions specifically SECTION B - PERSONNEL POLICIES
identified in 32 U.S.C. 105 and 706.

(3) All subordinate organizations below squadron
level not collocated with the parent unit need not be 7. Appolntment of InsF ectors. Inspectors general and
Inspected regularly. As a minimum requirement, inspectors are appointed by and are responsible
however, major commands should arrange to have a directly to their commanders. Commanders having
sample of such units inspected to assure that the authority to appoint inspectors general are specified
missions are being accomplished satisfactorily. hI AFR 20-68.

c. The parent command and the pining command
forANG and USAFR units (except medical units) are L Inspee.* Qulfoeados. Inspectors should be

sponsible for inspecting tenant activities: however. selected only rom personnel who are fully qualified in
this responsibility may be met by the host command their AFSCs and are widely experienced in their
through use of host-tenant agreements(AFR 11-4). utilzation fields. When personnel are selected for

(I) The host onmande may inspect tenant inspection duties the should be scheduled im-
activities on an installation under his command if he mediately to attend The Inspectin School. Personnel
makes an advance agreement with the parent wrmaly will complete the cous prior to performing
eommand. If the host is responsible for providing ihspector dut.
support to the tenant (such as security. supply. EXCEPTIONS:
explosive ordnance disposal, and transportation). the a. Clss quota limitations or duty emergencies may
tenant's parent command nspection prerogtive is preclude preinspection attendance. However, the
limited to determining the adequacy and quality of course must be competd within 90 days of assign-
the support rendered. For example. if the host has a mwen
sinile-manager rusponsibility for weapon systm b. Inspecto asied to USAFE will ttend the flrst
security (AFR 114) the tenant's parent command will ailabbk course offered inther rea.
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFNSE
WASHMsTON, D.C. D$O1

COMPTROLLER 2 6 SEP 197

Mr. Donald Scantlebury
Director, Financial and General Management

Studies Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Scantlebury:

This s in response to your letter of June 23, 1977, requesting comments
on the recommendations in the GAO draft report titled, "The Air Force
Audit Agency Can Be Made More Effective." The report stresses the vital
nature of internal audit in a good management control system. In the
report, the GAO auditors conclude that Air Force managers can obtain
greater benefits from internal auditing by placing the audit function at
a higher organizational level; eliminating all restrictions on audit
selection, scope and reporting; converting the position of audit chief
and military auditor positions to civilian; and making some revisions to
audit priorities and operational concepts.

In general, we agree with the GAO recommendations and plan to take the
following actions: The Air Force Audit Agency will report directly to the
Secretary of the Air Force with direct access to the Chief of Staff, and
will receive technical guidance and supervision from the Assistant Secretary
(Financial Management). We will convert at least 100 military auditor posi-
tions to civilian positions in Fiscal Year 1978 and continued progress will
be effected toward the goal of civilianization during the next three to four
years. Civilianizing the Auditor General position will be reassessed as
civilianization of the Air orce Audit Agency is accomplishes. Appropriate
regulations will emphasize our policy that there should be no restrictions
on the scope of audit or reporting of results. The feasibility of using a
more regionalized organizational approach within the Air Force Audit Agency
will be re-evaluated. More specific comments on the recommendations
addressed to the Secretary of Defense are contained in the attachment to
this letter. Detailed comments by the Department of the Air Force also are
attached for your information.

We appreciate this opportunity to comment on the GAO draft report, and will
work closely with the Air Force in acting on the audit recommendations.

Sincerely,

Fred P. Wacker
Enclosures Assistant Secretary of Defense
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DoD Comments on GAO Draft Report

"The Air Force Audit Agency Can Be Made More ffective"

Recommendation

".. . relocate the Air Force Audit Agency under the Secretary or
Under Secretary of the Air Force and have the audit staff report
directly to that official."

Comment. Concur. The Air Force Audit Agency will report to the Secretary
of the Air Force, have direct access to the Chief of Staff, and receivr
technical guidance and supervision on l.udit policy and management matters
from the Assistant Secretary (Financial Management).

Recommendation

". . . clearly specify in the mission statement of the Air Force
Audit Agency that there will be no limitations on the Agency in
the selection of activities for audit, determining the scope of
audit work, and reporting of audit results."

Comment. We agree that, within the context of proper audit management,
there should be no restrictions in selecting audit subjects, determining
the scope of work, o reporting audit results. Air Force regulations
specifying that all Air Force components, functions, activities and opera-
tions are subject to audit will be amended to reinforce that there are no
limitations on th*. Air Force Audit Agency in the selection and scope of
audit subjects o,- reporting of audit results.

Recommendation

".. . revise Air Force regulations to specifically delineate
the rc.spective scope of internal audits and inspections, explain
differences between them and emphasize that they are complementary
rather than dupiicatory."

Comment. Applicable Air Force regulations will be reviewed and revised as
appropriate to delineate the differences between the audit and inspection
functions, emphasize their complementary nature, and describe the scope of
each function.

Recommendation

". .. fill the position of Auditor General of the Air Force with
a professionally-qualified civilian."
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Comment. The Air Force will reassess the recommendation as civilianization

of the Air Force Audit Agency is accomplished.

Recommendation

". .. convert internal auditor and audit management positions now

filled by military personnel to civilian."

Comment. Concur. The Air Force will implement a program to ivilianize the

Air Force Audit Agency during the next three to four years. As a start, at

least 100 military auditor positions will be converted to civilian in FY 1978.

Recommendation

". . . significantly reduce the number of commander-requested audits

performed."

Comment. Commander-requested audits consume about percent of the total

Air Force Audit Agency effort. Although most of thi3 work produces inde-

pendent appraisals of local functions and activities for installation com-

manders, about 25 percent of the commander-requested audits kerve Air Force

officials above the installation level, and over 80 percent of the time is

applied to high-priority (missio related) areas. We will, however, re-

emphasize the need to devote additional resources to mission-oriented audits.

Recommendation

reduce audits of nonappropriated fund activities."

Comment. Congressional, guidance requires the Department to support troop

morale and welfare services, and audits are one critical management control

of this requirement. Thus, we will continue to require the central audit

organizations to perform a limited number of nonappropriated fund audits

and monitor the quality of audits performed by others. Air Force Audit

Agency is currently applying only 7 percent of its resourceb to these

audits (down from 11 percent in FY 1975) and is taking additional measures

to apply fewer resources to these audits, e.g., extending audit frequencies

or cycles from two years to three or four years.

Recommendation

reorganize the Air Force Audit Agency along the regional-

ized lines employed by the Army Audit Agency and Naval Audit

Service."
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Comment. We have continuously been concerned about the proper placement of
the Do) audit organizations and the cost effectiveness of their deployment
of auditors. We are aware of the difference between the Air Force audit
residence concept of operations and the predominantly regional ccncepts
used by the other DoD audit organizations. Since the audit approach used
by the Air Force does not exactly parallel the audit approaches used in the
Army and Navy, the regional concept may not be as appropriate for Air Force
audit operations. There have, however, been some recent changes in Air Force
audit concept and approach which have resulted in the deactivation of 25 audit
residencies (a 22 percent reduction, from 112 to 87) during FY 1976. The
absorption of smaller resident offices by larger resident offices represents
a movement toward a regional concept. The Air Force is currently evaluating
this configuration and will continue to adjust the organization to achieve
the most effective use of staff.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
WASI;4NTON 20330

OWrICt OW I sec ¢ls&v AUG 1 8 1 77

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANIT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (COMPTROLLER)

SUBJECT: GAO Draft Report, dated June 23, 1977, "The Air
Force Audit Agency Can Be Made More Effective"
(OSD Case 4573-A)

The Air Force has been requested to provide conments to
your office on this GAO report, the stated purpose of which
was to review Audit Agency (AFAA) operations and organization
in relation to the GAO audit standards.

A simary of the Department of the Air Force position on
the GAO recommendations follows; details are provided in the
attachments.

o Relocate AFAA Under Secretary of the Air Force.

The Air Force recommends that the organizational
placement of the Air Force Audit Agency be changed by the
Secretary of Defense to provide that the Auditor General will
report to the Secretary of the Air Force, have direct access
to the Chief of Staff, and receive day-to-day staff supervision
from the Assistant Secretary for Financial Management. (Atch 1)

o Remove Limitations on the Scope of Internal Audits.

Air Force regulations and AFAA actions clearly show
that the Auditor General complies with GAO standards in selecting
audit subjects, conducting audits and reporting audit results.
Auditor/inspector planning coordination promotes efficient use
of critical resources. The procedure of correcting draft audit
reports when new evidence is surfaced during client/auditor
discussions is in accordance with GAO reporting guidance.
However, Air Force directives will be modified to strengthen
the audit mission statement and clearly specify the comple-
mentary relationship between audit and inspection. (Atch 2)

o Convert A ditor CGeneral to a Civilian Position.

At present, when the composition of audit person-
nel is largely military, we believe it would be best to con-
tinue the existing arrangement of having a general officer
in the Auditor General position and a senior civilian (GS-17)
in the Deputy Auditor General position. However, as described
below, during the next four years, the Air Force has comitted
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itself to chanSing the ilitary/civilian mix so that AAA will
become substantially acivilian organization. As that occurs,
and prior to the normal rotation date of the military ncumbent,
we will carefully reassess the advantages of designating a
civilian as the Auditor General. (Atchfi 3)

o Convert Almost 500 Military Auditor Positions to Civilian.

The Air Force agrees with thi GAO recomrendation
and ill proceed with the civilianization of the Air orce Audit
Agency. At least 100 military audit positions will be converted
to civilian positions in fiscal year 1973 and continued progress
will be effected toward the goal of civilianization during the
next 3 to 4 years. (Atch 4)

o Reorganization Along Regional Lines.

The Air Force recognizes that there are significant
advantages in organizing the Audit Agency in terms of regional
offices. During the past three years, the Audit Agency has
eliminated 35 resident offices and assigned the remaining audit
workload in these offices t nearby audit installations. In
principle, this represents a movement toward a regional or area
audit organization. At present, we believe that such factors
as the distribution of audit workload and travel costs tend to
favor the current deployment of ersonnel; however, we will
continue to adjust the organization to achieve the most effec-
tive use of staff. (Atch 5)

o Reduce Co=ander-Requested Audits.

The Air Force concurs that the use of audit
resources on commander-requested audits should be reduced
signifcantly below 15% of staff tnme. During the last two
years, AFAA has devoted only about 8% of its resources to this
program. The Air Force believes that these audits serve to
satisfy the GAO guidance to provide audit service to all levels

of management and also contribute to the cyclical audit coverage
required by DODI 7603.3. (Atch 6)

o Reduce Nonappropriated Fund Audits.

The Air Force concurs in reducing audits of non-
appropriated funds and has recently reduced these audits to
less than 7' of the total AFAA effort. Additional measures
(i.e., a 3 or 4 year versus the current'2 year cycle) will be
considered in order to further reduce resources expended on
these audits. (Atch 7)

/ /3ohn can
Secrary o he ercb

7 Attachments 
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GAO DRAFT REPORT
CHA'TER 2

THE AIR FORCE AUDII FUNCTION SHOULD BE LOCATED
AT A HIGHER ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL

GAO RECOMMENDATION: The Secretary of Defense should use his

reorganization authority under 10 USC 125 to relocate the Air
Force Audit Agency under the Secretary or Undersecretary of the
Air Force and have the audit staff report directly to that
official.

AIR FORCE POSITION: Concur.

DISCUSSION: In response to the recomnendation, the Air Force

has determined that an alternate organizational arrangement
will serve to ehance the image of AFAA's independence and
will make the Agency's independence more visible throughout the
public and private sectors. Accordingly, the Air Force
proposes that the Air Force Auditor General will report directly
to the Secretary of the Air Force, have direct access to the

Chief of Staff, and will receive day-to-day staff supervision
on audit policy and management matters from the Assistant
Secretary of the A--r Force (Financial Management).

Attachment 1
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GAO DRAFT REPORT
CHAPTER 3

THE SCOPE OF ITERNAL AUDITS SHOULD NOT BE LI!ITED

GAO ECO.MEENDATION. The Secretary of Defense should direct
the Secretary of the Air Force to:

t." .. clearly specify in the mission statement
of the Air Force Audit Agency that there wll be
no limitations on the Agency in the selection of
activities for audit, determining the scope of
audit work, and reporting of audit results, and

.. revise Air Force regulations to specifically
delineate the respective scope of internal audits
and inspections, explain differences between them
and emphasize that they are complementary rather
than duplicatory."

AIR FORCE POSITION.

a. Concur. Currently, paragraph 6a, Air Force Regula-
tion 175-4, sec-fically states that all Air Force organizational
components, funct ons, activities, and levels of operations
are subject to comprehensive audit. We will, however, adjust
Air Force regulations to specifically include the GAO phraseology
"That there will be no limitations on the Agency in the selection
of Air Force activities for audit.. .and reporting of audit
results."

b. Concur. Air Force regulations will be reviewed and
revised as appropriate to clearly explain the scope and nature
of audit and inspection.

DISCUSSION.

1. The GAO report alleges/infers that: (a) limitations
placed on the Agency have resulted in lack of coverage in
important areas; (b) audit planning is subject to Comptroller
and Air Staff review and revision; (c) audit subjects are
indiscriminately ancelled due to Inspector General influence;
and (d) the Air Staff reviews and approves Agency audit reports.

a. The GAO contention that limitations placed on audit
planning and reporting have resulted in decreased audit coverage
of important areas is unfounded. It is acknowledged that many
important areas within the Air Force are not audited; however,
the reason is not due to the alleged external limitations but
internal resource limitations. Because the Agency does not have
sufficient resources to audit all areas, it must prioritize and

Attachment 2
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be highly selective in choosing subjects. In this environnent,
the Agency must take maximum advantage of reviews accomplished
by other evaluation groups as encouraged by GAO guidance (see
quote, paragraph 2 below).

b. The Agency has authority to choose audit subjects,
and Air Staff officials dc not have the authrity to cancel
audit subjects. While on occasion the AAA does defer or even
cancel an audit subject, this is an independent Agency
action, based on judgment, which takes into account audit
resource availability, significance of the area, and planned,
on-going, or recent coverage by other review groups.

2. "Limitations on Planning and Audit IWork." The AFAA
deferred (not cancelled) their planned audE of the F-16 and

directed audit resources to another weapon system. The manner
in which this deferral occurred was a rare exception; however,
contrary to GAO opinion the final decision was made by the
Auditor General and not the UFr-Comptroller or the Air Staff
System Selection Committee. The Auditor General's decision
was not intended to exclude the F-16 from future audit. In fact,
in November 1976, the Auditor General approved the scheduling of
an F-16 audit which is currently under develooment. The AFAA
action was in accord with the GAO standard which states:

"here functional staff groups exist in an agency
which are regularly concerned with such matters as
organizational efficiency and personnel use and the
making of related studies, the internal aud.tor should
recognize such work and avoid any duplication of effort."
(Reference page 7, Internal Auditing in Federal Agencies,
GAO, 1974)

3. "The Scope of Audit and Inspections Should be Soellee Out."
Air Force regulations and directives concerning 2-e missio- of
audit and inspection are quite similar. The scc,pe of internal
audit is specifically defined in paragraph 6 of AFR 175-4,
Auditing in the Air Force, which implements DOD) 7600.2, DODI
7600.3, DODI 7600.6, and Federal Management Circular 73-2.
These directives place no restrictions on the scope of internal
audit. The complementary relationship that ex.ists between the
audit and inspection functions is not specifically addressed in
Air Force directives; this relationship will 'e addressed.

4. "Cancelling Audits for Inspections."

a. The allegation that the AFAA si serviates its audit
program to the Inspector General's progLtm ii not empirically
supported. We concur that deferrals/cancellittions of audits
(as well as inspections) are sometimes initiated as a result of
audit/in.pection coordination meetinGs; however, the numbers of
occurrences are insignificant in relation to the total program.
The GAO cited a total of five deferral/cancellation actions which
date back to August 1974. Placed in proper perspective, we
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find that 340 audit subjects were coordinated with the Air Force
inspectors over the three year period 1 July 1974 - 30 June 1977.
Of these, only seven audits were deferred or cancelled due to
inspections planned, underway or completed. Within the ast
year (1 July 1976 - 30 June 1977), the Agency deferred only one
subject and the inspectors deferred or cancelled four subjects.
Additionally, our records indicate three recent examples where
audits and inspections of similar activities/programs were
purposely pursued during the same time frame. The dual evalua-
tion from different perspectives was warranted considering the
importance of the areas in question. Auditors and inspectors
exchanged observations and data during these reviews.

b. As a rule, when potential subject selection conflict
occurs, an audit (or inspection) may be deferred initially
to await the respective results. Subsequently, a cancellation
action may be taken if in our professional judgment the area
in question has been properly evaluated.

c. The AFAA has established an effective coordination
program with Air Force inspectors as well as other evaluative
groups. This coordination is essential to the efficient appli-
cation of audit resources and is in compliance with the GAO
booklet: Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations,
Programs, Activities, &Functions and the GAO pamphlet,
internal Auditine in Federal Asencies, which state respectively:

"... Many governmental entities have internal review
activities identified by other names, such as inspection,
appraisal, investigation, organization and methods, and
management analysis. These activities are often in the
nature of management services, and in varied ways they
assist management in currently supervising, advising, and
reviewing designated functions. To prevent duplication
of effort, all auditors--regardless of their level of
government-- should use, to the maximum practical extent,
the work that other auditors or internal review personnel
have previously performed."

"Where fctional staff groups exist in an agency which
are regularly concerned with such matters as organiza-
tional efficiency and personnel use and the making of
related studies, the internal auditor should recognize
such work and avoiid any duplication of effort."

d. The cooperative interaction between Air Force auditors
and inspectors should not be interpreted as a subordination
of either mission. Instead, it should be recognized as compli-
ance with the GAO standards for internal auditing.
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5. "Limitations on Reporting." GAO infers thet AFAA procedures
are improper because management co.rents are solicited, and
audit reports are occasionally changed. This is not clear
since AFAA follows the GAO audit tandard on report content:

"One of the most effective ways of ensuring that
reports are fair, complete, and objective is through
advance reviews and comments by persons or by officials
of the organizations, programs, functions, or activities
whose operations are discussed in the reports. This
produces a report which shows not only what was found
and what the auditor thinks about it but also whet the
responsible persons think about it and what, if anything,
they are going to do about it. This kind of report is
more useful to the recipient . . . when the advance
comments oppose the auditor's findings or conclusions
and are not, in his opinion, meritorious, the auditor
should state his reasons for rejecting them. Conversely,
he should drop a point or modify a position if he finds
the argumentation to be meritorious."

(Reference page 47, Standards for Audit of Governn:tal
Organizations, Programs, Activities Functions, GAO 1912)

AFAA supports and adheres to these standards Modifications
are the result of discussions where management points out
facts that the auditors may have overlooked, new information
which has become available affecting findings and recommendations,
or system changes that are to be made in the near future.

a. Agency reporting policy is contained in Audit Agency
Regulation 175-1C2, Management of Centrally Directed Audits.
Paragraph 9-5 addresses nonconcurrences. It is not Audit
Agency policy to require that full concurrence be obtained
from responsible Air Force elements on audit findings and
recommendations. Where management's position is supported by
factually meritorious data, AFAA policy is to change the
report; otherwise, the nonconcurrence is elevated to higher
management for resolution or included in the report, as appro-
priate. These procedures are in consonance writh GAO guidance
concerning audit report content.

b. The March 1974 AFAA draft report finding involving
excess/underutilized vehicles, cited in the GAO draft, was
revised based on additional data provided by the Air Staff.
These data established that certain shortages and excesses
existed at various locations. A need to redistribute rather
than dispose of vehicles was the resultant finding. Be'ore and
after versions of the AFAA report were as follows:
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DRAFT: The above computations were based solely on
accumulated mileage versus goals; therefore, other
factors such as mission and physical layout of the
installation must be considered before a determination
can be made whether the vehicles were true excesses
to requirements. However, this type of analysis did
provide management with a strong indication of possible
problem areas.

FINAL: Other factors such as mission and physical
layout of the installation must be considered before
a determination can be made whether the underutiliza-
tion of vehicles was justified. However, this type
of analysis would provide management with a strong
indication of possible problem areas.

The GAO states that the above change was made primarily to
accommodate the Air Staff and resulted in a dilution of the
findings. The full context of the passage from the Audit Agency
correspondence cited by GAO does not support this allegation:

"(1) Paragraph 4. AF/LGTN personnel objected
to the chart which indicated that te Air Force had
excess vehicles. The primary reason for their objec-
tion was that they were concerned that agencies out-
side the Air Fcrce (DOD, GAO) could interpret the
finding incorrectly and then unwarranted actions would
result. Therefore, the chart was revised to reflect
significant underutilization of vehicles rather than
number of excess vehicles. Since our intention of
presenting the chart was to show that analysis of
utilization by vehicle group would rovide management
Tndication of possible problem areas and not necessarily
Eo identify excess vehicles, the revision did not affect
the intent of the finding." (Underscoring supplied)

In our opinion, the draft report did not accurately convey
the audit finding, and, contrary to GAO's opinion, the change
did not dilute the findings.

c. AFAA's audit of the contractor operated program, cited
in the GAO draft, was never intended o produce a Summary Report
of Audit. From inception, this project was envisioned to pro-
duce statistics for investigative and/or legal action. While
the project did produce numerous ignificant findings, all
management actions were appropriate at base rather than Air
Staff level, thus making a summary report inappropriate. aile
AFAA policy is to keep the Office of Special Investigations
informed, requesting investigations is a function of management
rather than audit. This management action was taken as a result
of the letter to AF/LC cited n the GAO report. AFAA agrees
that the delay in notifying the investigating agency was
inordinate, but this was an isolated incident due to an
administrative overuight. The Air Force has, in fact, estab-
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lished coordinating procedures to avoid delays in the future.

6. While we question the examples used in the GAO rep rt,
we also acknowledge the ever present potential for compromise
and recognize the need for constant vigilance. Accordingly,
Air Force regulations will be reviewed and revised as described
under the paragraph "Air Force Position" above.
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GAO DRAFT REPORT
CHAPTER 4

THE AUDITOR GENERAL OF THE AIR FORCE
SHOULD BE A CIVILIAN

GAO RECOMENDATION: The Secretary of Defense should direct
tne Secretary of the Air Force to fill the position of Auditor
General of the Air Force with a professionally qualified
civilian.

AIR FORCE POSITION: The Air Force will reassess the recommenda-
tion as civilianization of the AFAA is accomplished.

DISCUSSION:

1. The GAO report supports the recommendation with three
assertions:

a. Military staffing of the AFAA chief's position is in
violation of DOD policy.

b. The Auditor General position entails skills found in
the civilian comunity.

c. A civilian Auditor General could provide longer tenure
and greater continuity of policy.

2. With respect to the first assertion, it is noted that
DODI 7600.5 (not included in GAO evidence) specifically states
that "The head of the audit organization may be either a
qualified civilian or a military officer (preferably of General/
Flag rank). When the organization is headed by a military
officer, the position of deputy shall be occupied by a qualified
civilian to provide necessary continuity." Since its inception,
the Audit Agency has been effectively manned in this balanced
configuration.

3. One provision of DOD Directive 1100.4 (quoted but not
addressed by the GAO report) provides that civilians should be
employed in positions which "do not require a military back-
ground for successful performance of the duties involved...",
A provision of DOD Directive 1100.9 (also quoted but not
addressed in the GAO report) specifies that management osi-
tions in professional support activities will normally be
designated: "military. .when the position requires skill
and knowledge acquired primarily through military training
and experience. . ." "Civilian. . .when skills required re
usually found in the civilian economy.
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a. The broad scope of internal audit agency responsi-
bilities, as established by GAO, requires an equally broad
knowledge of Air Force activities, programs, policies, and
objectives if audit resources are to be efficiently applied and
Air Force management effectively served. It can be asserted
that these qualifications are best acquired through military
training and experience, and these skills are not "usually
found in the civilian economy."

b. Further, the Air Force Auditor General is also the
Commander of the Air Force Audit Agency--a senarate operating
a&ancy, which was established, in part, to enhance auditor
independence. In this capacity, the Auditor General serves as
a Commander--a responsibility which requires a large .portion
of his personal effort, and is currently desirable in fulfilling
the Audit Agency's mission.

4. The assertion--longer tenure is needed in the Auditor
Gensral's position--.is made but is not suppor-tod by a discussion
of the entire issue. While it is a subjective i..'.-le. it is
important to recognize that the AFPA does have tab-4~.4. The
incumbent Deputy Auditor General (a GS-17) has been in rlace
for 12 years. He provides continuity to Agency policy and pro-
cedures as well as assurance that Agency operations meet
established professional standards.

5. In view of the above, and of the current predominance of
mtdrary auditors in the AFAA, it is believed that military
staffing of the Audit Chief's job is preferable at the present
time for the efficient and effective operation of the Air Force
audit function.

6. In sum, because the AFAA is presently staffed by predomi-
nately military auditors, the combination of a military chief
and civilian deputy best serves the current needs of the Air
Force. However, the staffing of the position trill be reconsidered
when the Audit Agency has been substantially civilianized (see
Atch 4).
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GAO DAFT REPORT
CHAPTER 5

THE AIR FORCE SHOULD APPOINT CIVILIANS TO MOST ILITARY
INTERNAL AUDITOR POSITIONS

GAO RECO,1-ENDATION: The Secretary of Defense should direct
the Secretary o he Air Force to bring the Air Force Audit
Agency into conformance with DOD directives by converting
military internal audit positions to civilian.

AIR FORCE POSITION: Concur. The AFAA will implement a program
of civilianizatron during the next three to fo-ur years. As a
start, 100 military positions will be civiianized by the and
of FY 1978.

DISCUSSION: None.
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GAO DRAFT REPORT,
CHAPTER 6

REORGANIZE ALONG REGIONALIZED LINES

GAO RECOMMENDATION. The Secretary of Defense should direct
the Secretary of the Air Force to improve the Audit Agency's
organizational structure and system of management control to
bring about more effective use of staff. Among the alterna-
tives to be considered is to reorganize the Air Force Audit
Agency along the regionalized lines employed by the Arrmy
Audit Agency and Naval Audit Service.

AIR FORCE POSITION. Concu-: that the AFAA should give consider-
ation to alternative organizational patterns which would bring
about more effective use of staff.

DISCUSSION.

1. The GAO report implication that AFAA's residency structure
is inefficient and causes nonproductive work to be performed
at the epense of higher priority audits is not valid. The
GAO draft does not contain empirical or relevant evidence to
support that position.

2. The GAO report implies that because Army and Navy audit
organizations are similar, they are preferable to that of the
AFAA. However, as indicated in subsequent paragraphs, a number
of comparative statistics on production, workload accomplishment,
total costs, training costs, temporary duty costs, and direct
time ratios (excluding travel time) cast the Air Force in a
favorable light.

3. The GAO report attempts to equate the amount of discretionary
time available to resident auditors as the basis for stating that
regional offices are preferable to residencies. However, HQ AFAA
can task up to 100 percent of each resident auditor's time with-
out any change in the organizational structure. This level of
tasking would degrade rather than enhance servce to Air Force
Management, however. AFAA deliberately designs and directs a
balanced program to include a portion of each residency's time
as available to perform local audits in service to local and
NAJCOM commanders. Local audits are scheduled on the basis of
documented audit need and the priority of that need. Audit
priorities are predetermined by the Audit Agency on the basis of
Air Force mission importance (e.g., priority 1 accounts include
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supply, maintenance, and other significant audit subjects --
less important accounts receive appropriate, lower priority).
Based on that centrally determined priority, and local need,
audits are scheduled and that schedule is reviewed by line
supervisors both before and after performance. Statistics for
the 21-month period ending 31 Aarch 1977 on locally scheduled
audits by audit priority follov:

Percent of Locally
Priority Scheduled'Hours

1 63.5
2 17.7
3 8.9
4 8.1
5 1.8

Total 100.0

The preponderance of local time is used in high priority,
mission areas of significant importance to Air Force managers.
In their 1974 booklet Internal Auditin :in Federal Agencies,
GAO recognized the importance of internal auditing to smaller
organizations:

'Internal auditing can be of special benefit to
the management of smaller organizations, or of
small segments of large organizations, where the
customary division of duties among .employees is
not always economical or practical. The internal
auditor can often provide additional internal
checks and controls required for effective and
efficient management.

"By reason of his knowledge of management policies
and procedures and his contacts with officials and
employees at all organizational levels, the inter-
nal auditor can render a valuable service by
promoting better commuunication within an agency.
He can obtain first-hand observations on the use-
fulness or effectiveness of prescribed policies
and procedures and he can bring to top management's
attention those needing modification, explanation,
and interpretation. This type of service can
contribute greatly to good management control."
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Also, this sme document provides:

"An internal audit program should be structured
to meet the needs of top management and also be
designed to serve the needs of subordinate
management levels."

AFAA subscribes to the above GAO policy.

4. The statement that 45 percent of direct time is available
for discretionary use by resident auditors is misleading.
Portions of the locally assigned workload are centrally
scheduled, such as centrally controlled local audits where
high priority local audits are coordinated with a goal of
reporting to higher management levels. Agency-wide, resident
auditors have approximately 27 percent of available time for
discretionary use. The use of this time is subject to close
supervision as explained in paragraph 3 above.

5. Additionally, the AFAA residency structure, unlike the Army
and Navy structure, avoids the need for internal reviewers at
installation level. Internal reviews performed by the AFAA
ensure independence in this important area. Local audits are

an important element in satisfying this responsibility. A
table showing internal reviewer manning follows:

ASSIGNED MANPOWER

ARMY NAVY ATIR FORCE

Audit Agency Personnel* 891 572 1011

Internal Reviewers _97 400** 0

Total 1888 972 1011

*As of 30 June 1976
*Estimated

The foregoing table suggests that if the AFAA were to adopt the
Army and Navy form of organization, it would be necessary for
AF local installations and major commands to employ soveral
hundred internal reviewers.
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6. The GAO report states that the AFAA has cancelled audits
or deferred audits because of a shortage of qualified super-
visors and staff, While this is correct, the GAO report infers
that these actions are a function of theresidency structure
rather than personnel shortages and audit workload that exceeds
authorized resources. (See paragraph 7 below.) Similarly the
GAO report cites three functional areas (System Acquisition, ADP
Systems and Communications) as receiving only a small percentage
of available audit time and infers that this too is a function
of the residency structure. As mentioned above, the Auditor
General can and does task his offices to distribute their re-
sources to best satisfy the total Air Force mission. Auditor
deployment does not dictate auditor employment, The following
table clearly illustrates that AFAA. auditor utilization under
the residency structure compares favorably with AAA and AS
auditor utilization.

Application of Direct Audit Time

OSD-
Total AsmY a F \DSA AAO

Direct Audit Man-Years
Application of Direct 1,709 589 327 612 117 64
Audit Time -- _== = --= =_- _ _

(Percent)
Supply Management 17 11 14 23 28 12
Comptroller Services 21 32 22 13 9 3
Maintenance & Repair 7 7 7 9 1 3
Mgmt of Real Property 5 5 4 6 3 3
Procure & Contract Admin** 9 2 9 11 41 8
Pers Mgt & Payrolls 10 13 10 9 6 9
Nonappropriated Funds 7 6 7 9 2 2
Support Services 7 10 8 4 3 11
Manufacturing 0 0 1 0 0 0
Research & Development 2 5 1 0 0 3
ADP Systems 4 6 9 2 0 2
Mil Assistance Program 3 0 3 5 0 12
Communications 1 1 0 1 0 16
Transportation 3 1 2 5 3 2
Intelligence & Security 1 0 1 0 1 8
Other 3 1 2 3 3 6

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

*Source - FY 76 Audit Operations in ne DOD.
**Includes systems acquisition.
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7. The Audit Agency, like all other DOD audit organizations,
has not been able to meet audit frequency objectives. AFAA
shortfall is comparable to other agencies as follows:

Est. Annual Forecast of Direct
Workload* Audit Time Available*

Percent
Direct of Est.

(Man-Years)_ Man-Years Workload

Army 948 539 57
Navy 639 352 55
Air Force 1,115 589 53
DSA 126 118 94
OSD - Asst for Audit Ops 295 6 2

Total 3,123 1,664 53

*Source - Y 76 Audit Operations in the DOD.

8. The GAO conclusion that the resident office concept reduces
the AFAA's capability to perform its primary mission is not
supported by the record. qThe GAO report implies that the AFAA
is less effective than the Army Audit Agency (AAA) and the Naval
Audit Service (NAS). While not the only measure of productivity,
the AFAA compares favorably with the other services in reports
issued. AFAA issues more total reports and more summary reports -
the most comprehensive. Installation reports, which report on
severa: base activities, are not used by AFAA, Other reports
include single activities, interim reports, special reports,
L 'tae reports, and other types of documented audit results.

AFAA AAA NAS

Sumnary Reports 76 35 28

Installation Reports 0 92 117

Other Reports 5,346 694 339

Total 5,422 821 484

Professional Auditors
Assigned 833 721 512
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9. The GAO implication that AFAA is less cost efficient than
AAA or NAS is not upheld by the facts as reported in the FY 76
Audit Operations in the DOD.

AFAA AAA NAS

Average Operating Expense
Per Man-Year $ 20,300 $ 23,600 $ 23,700

Travel Costs - Total $600,000 $2,900,000 $1,300,000

Travel Costs Per Man-Year $ 600 $ 3,100. $ 2,300

10. In addition to the recurring cost advantage of the residency
concept, the AFAA estimates the one-time cost of regionalization
to be about $2 million. These calculations are predicated upon:
(a) reducing the number of resident offices from 87 to 32 (same
as the Naval Audit Service); (b) moving 50 percent of the work
force; and (c) retaining the present military/civilian mix. The
Air Force does not believe it appropriate to spend $2 million to
reduce AFAA proven effectiveness and efficiency,

11. Regionalization would also significantly increase AFAA
travel costs while reducing the time available for on-site audits.
Assuni-ng that AFAA travel costs would approximate that of AAA and
NAS, a 400-500 percent annual increase would result (see table,
paragraph 9). Tine spent in travel would decrease on-site time
resulting in a greater inability to meet audit frequency require-
ments (see paragraph 7 above),

12. Regionalization would degrade audit's ability to be respon-
sive to local problems. Resident auditors arg respo-sible for
maintaining awareness of conditions, problems and unique
operating procedures at their locations, Regionalization would
eliminate this expertise which has been an important source of
ideas for multi-site audits. Also, the nature of travel would
require substantial advance planning of audits and would impair
the Audit Agency's ability to schedule short lead time reviews
based on audit need.

13. On the other hand, it is recognized that the regionalization
concept does have certain advantages. For example, regionaliza-
tion permits economies in administration, facilitates on the job
training, and fosters a more detached attitude by auditors while
performing work in a TDY status.
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14. In sumary, there is evidence that the Audit Agency
residency configuration is cost effective, flexible, conducive
to the attraction of a quality career audit force and responsive
to the audit needs of all levels of Air Force management. The
residency concept does not inhibit mobility and the Agency
employs the mobile auditing concept whenever it results in the
more effective use of audit staff. Nonetheless, it is recognized
that, as the organizational elements and missions of the Air
Force change, it is necessary for the AFAA also to change its
organization. Thus, in the last three years the AFAA has
deactivated thirty-five resident offices. In many cases, th
work of smaller resident offices has been absorbed by larger
resident offices so that the latter assume the characteristics
of regional or area offices. le plan to continue that process
so that more and more larger offices will be created which have
the characteristics of a regional or area office.
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CHAPTER 

REDUCE COMMAONDER-REQUESTED AUDITS

GA) RECOvDNDAiTION: The Secretary of Defense should direct
Fie Secretary of the Air Force to improve the Audit Agency's
organizational structure and system of management control to
bring about more effective use of staff. Among the alterna-
tives to be considered is to significantly reduce the number
of cornander-requested audits performed below 15 percent of
staff time.

AIR FORCE POSITION: Concur that the use of audit resources
in performance of comnander-requested audits be reduced to
less than 15% of staff time.

DISCUSSION:

1. While AFAA directives authorize resident offices to spend
up to 15 percent of staff time on audits specifically requested
by Air Force coriranders, records show the following agency-wide
expenditures by fiscal year (FY):

FY 76 FY 7T FY 77*

Total Direct Hours 1,273,384 307,781 844,504

Total CAs* :ours 106,993 23,965 65,805

Percent CAP** ours 8.40 7.78 7.91

*Through 31 May 1977
**Comnanders Audit Program

The foregoing averages show that the application of audit
resources, in practice, is significantly below 15 percent.
Moreover, the AFAA has refrained from actively encouraging
commanders to expand their current use of the program.

2. The GAO draft also infers that CAP work focuses on
insignificant subjects. This inference is based on GAO's
visit to only 3 of AFAA's 87 field offices and lacks statistical
validity. During FYs 76 thru 77-2, 50 percent of all audit work
done under the CAP program has been in priority 1 areas; 83
percent in priorities 1-3. Examples of priority 1 subjects
are aircraft maintenance, supply and comptroller services;
priority 2 includes civil engineering, personnel management, and
data automation; priority 3 includes contract maintenance, flight
simulator operations, and communications. Most CAP work contributes
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to the cyclical coverage required by DODI 7600.3. Furthermore,
audit work performed under the CAP orogram must, by AFAA
policy, exceed the capability of the requesting commander's
resources. Comptroller management analysis organizations do
exist to gather data for commanders, but their responsibility
to the local commander limits their independence to assure
totally objective reviews. Also, DOD Instruction 7690.3, paragraph
IIIG2d prohibits these organizations from performing independent
or comprehensive audits.

3. Requesting commands do not view CAP products as "low
visibility." In fact, many CAP requests are initiated at
the MAJCOM level or higher, and results are reported to that
level. Statistics for FY 76 through 77-2 substantiate this.

CAP Effort* by Recipient of Review

FY 76 FY 7T FY 77**

Installatiou Commander 72.8(68%) 18.1(75%) 37.4(73%)
MAJCO&I or Higher 34.2(32%) 5.9(25%) 14.0(27%)

*Hours in thousands
**Through FY 77-2

Further, where CAP reviews disclose irregular conduct,
fraud, or other similar findings requiring higher management
level action, reports are immediately elevated to the
Assistant Secretary - Financial Management.

4. In summary, the resources currently umed to do commander-
requested audits are about 8 percent of the Agency total and
are significantly below the installation-level ceiling of 15
percent. Over 80 percent of the time spent on commander-requestel
audits is used in Agency predetermined high-priority areas.
Roughly one quarter of the time is spent to serve MAJCOM comuandes
or higher. This program is in keeping with the Agency's responsi-
bility to serve all levels of Air Force management and also in
consonance with GAO guidance on the benefits of internal auditing
which states in part, "The numerous, complex administrative
problems of large organizations impose on management the necessity
of delegating a large degree of operating authority within the
organizational structure. Management must keep informed on what
is happening in the organization at its various levels. Internal
auditing is an important means by which management can provide
itself with such information and related evaluations." (Reference
page 2, Internal Auditin in Federal Aencies). Also, page 5 of
this same document provides: An internaL audit program should
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be structured to meet the needs of top management and also be
designed to serve the needs of subordinate management levels."
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GAO DRAFT REPORT
CHAPTER 6

REDUCE NONAPPROPRIATED FUND AUDITS

GAO RECOENDATION: The Secretary of Defense should direct
the Secretary of te Air Force to improve the Audit Agency's
organizational structure and system of management control to
bring about more effective use of staff. Among the alternatives
to be considered is to reduce audits of nonappropriated fund
activities.

AIR FORCE POSITION: Concur.

DISCUSSION:

1. While the Air Force agrees that the efforts underway to

reduce audits of nonappropriated funds should continue, we
do not agree with the GAO inference that the Audit Agency
has no responsibility to audit those funds. A primary responsi-
bility of the Air Force is to provide morale and welfare (MWR)
services to military and civilian personnel and their dependents

(DODD 1330.2 and AFR 34-3). To fulfill this responsibility,
MHR. services are established and maintained by appropriated funds,
within the limits of resource availability. Nonappropriated
funds (F) are a supplementary source of program financing.
They are Government funds (AFR 34-3, Volume II, paragraph 1-2),
controlled by the Air Force, and subject to audit by the AFAA
in accordance with DOD Instruction 7600.6.

2. The AFAA is chartered to serve all levels of Air Force

managemert -- to perform internal audits of all Air Force
operations, systems, functions, areas, and activities. Audit

service is "free" (nonreimbursable basis) to all official
Air Force functions/activities, whether directly or indirectly

in support of the Air Force m
'.ssion. Audits of ncnappropriated

funmds are structured and performed to provide Air Force comanders
and financial managers with visibility over activity operations,
not to serve the fund membership.

3. With reference to financial auditing, we agree that the

AFAA is primarily concerned with appropriated funds. For this

reason, nonappropriated fund auditing has recently been reduced.
While the reduction from 10 percent to about 7 percent is

signlficant, additional measures are being taken to further
reduce it, i.e., a 3 or 4 year cycle for nonappropriated fund
audits verses the current 2 year cycle.
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Fiscal Year NAF Audits*

/4 10.7
75 11.1
75 9.5
7T 10.8
77 through 30 Jun 77 6.8

* As a percentage cf total direct audit man-years.
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PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS

RESPONSIBLE FOR ADMINISTERING ACTIVITIES

DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT

Tenure of office
From To

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE:
Harold Brown Jan. ].977 Present

Donald H. Rumsfeld Nov. 1975 Jan. 1977

William P. Clements, Jr.
(acting) Nov. 1975 Nov. 1975

James R. Schlesinger July L973 Nov. 1975

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE:
John C. Stetson Apr. 1977 Present

Thomas C. Reed Jan. 1976 Apr. 1977

John L. McLucas July 1973 Jan. 1976

CHIEF OF STAFF:
Gen. David C. Jones July 1974 Present

Gen. George S. Brown Aug. 1973 July 1974

Gen. John D. Ryan Aug. 1969 July 1973

COMPTROLLER:
Lt. Gen. Charles E. Buckingham Sept. 1975 Present

Lt. Gen. Joseph R. DeLuca Oct. 1973 Aug. 1975

Lt. Gen. Duward L. Crow Apr. 1969 Sept. 1973

AUDITOR GENERAL:
Brig. Gen. Joseph B. Dodds May 1976 Present

Brig. Gen. Thomas G. Bee Dec. 1974 May 1976

Maj. Gen. Henry Simon Mar. 1973 Aug. 1974
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